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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

In the course of its work during the past year the Planning Com
mission has had to consider in different fields the question whether 
the present administrative machinery and methods were adequate 
and could meet the reqqirements of planned development. The 
Commission felt that it would be of considerable value at the present" 
time to obtain an independent and objective assessment of the 

problems of public administration. Accordingly, it requested Mr. 
A. D. Gorwala, to make such a study and suggest measures for 
bringing about improvements in public administration,. especially in 
relation to the implementation of development programmes of the 
Central and State Governments. 
~---Mr. Gorwala's report is a valuable analysis of these problems. It 
is important that weaknesses in the existing system and methods of 
administration should be widely appreciated and steps for remedying 

them undertaken. For, there can be no doubt that clean, efficient 
&nd impartial administration is the first condition of successful 
democratic planning. 

The Commission wishes to express its gratitude to Mr. Gorwala 
for undertaking the present study. 

NEW DELHI, 
July, 27, 1951 

N. R. PILLA!, 
. Secretary, 

Planning Commission. 



Bombay, 30th April, 1951. 

To 
The Deputy Chairman, 

Planning Commission, 

NEW DELHI. 

Sm, 

I have the honour to submit the report desired by you. 'l:he 
scope of the report was not defined by formal terms of reference. 
In the letter No. PC(C)l16/50, dated March 1st, 1951, to Ministries 
of the Government of India and State Governments it was stated, 
however, that the Planning Commission, having had to consider 
whether the present administrative machinery and metltods were 
adequate and were calculated to create confidence in the public, 
Mr. Gorwala had agreed, in an honorary capacity as a non-official, 
to prepare a report during the next two or three months on the 
measures necessary for bringing such changes as may be required 
in public administration. 

The enquiry was begun on the 1st March and the report has been 
completed t<Hiay. The States of Bombay, Madras, Travancore
Cochin, Mysore, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh 
were visited. Some time was spent in DeihL Opportunity was also 
taken, while in Delhi, to contact gentlemen from the East Punjab 
and Madhya Bharat States. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

A. D. GORWALA. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

_SINCE public administration is not merely a sci!i:llce that can be 
expounded, but also and essentially, an a..tt that is practised, public 
welfare demands that from time to time an assessment should be 
made of its practice and of the opinion aoout it of those fur whose 
benefit it is assumed to function. More than ever is this necessary 
now in India, when new proposals are likely to impose upon the 
machinery further responsibilities. The questions then al'ise: Is the 
administration fulfilling its existing duties adequately? Is it cap
able of taking on the fresh burdens involved in development? 

Before attempting to answer these questions, we must take into 
account certain fundamental facts. 'Administrative machinery and 
methods cannot be considered apart from those who use them. Bad 
Government and good administration, for example, are at best a 
temporary combination. The interplay between the two being 
continuous and unremitting, the quality of the administratiQn is 
bound to be affected by that of the Government. -"Government for 
its part derives the main features of its strength or weakness from 
the character of the people, their leaders and the nature of the 
prevailing political set-up. Since administration has to be consi
dered 1}9t merely iji;_ a_ machine but as the vital instrwnent thro_l!gh 
whic'h a dern()CrB:CY carries out its policies, its organic connection 
for good or ill with the body politic in general and with the Ministry, 
parties and Legislature in particular cannot be ignored. An enquiry 
into administrative machinery and methods has necessarily to con
l!ider these aspects. 

The points that have to be kept in view in such an enquiry are 
trends of deterioration if any, the causes underlying them, possible 
short-term remedies to arrest further deterioration, and long-term 
but nonetheless urgent measures to fit the machinery better fur 
mdertaking the basic task5 of administration and the expanded 

,· sponsibilities that follow from future development. The aspect of 
terioration, as revealed by the enquiry, is so significant that i:t is 

,I eated at some length. In dealing with it, .it is taken for granted 
at the administrative machinery is to function within the frame

/ ork of the present Constitution, the country remaining a federal 
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bli Wl'th autonomous States. It is also assume/d democratic repu c . . d ill 
that in the politieal set-up there is a core of mtegnty an a w 
to ;111prove and that these are capable of being felt through the party 
constituting the Government in power. 

It need hardly be said that no criticism of individuals or ~~:ies 
· · te d d The good of the colliltry is the common obJective. ISinne·. .· 
More than ever is it necessary at the present stage of our history 
to build up sound traditions for the future, and it is from this point 
of view that comments are made in 'the chapters that follow. · 

To some· of these comments, especially such as concern them
selves with the present condition of Government and administration, 
it may be objected that there is much generalisation and little data; 
in other . words, that particulars are not mentioned and facts mar
shalled 1n support of the conclusions drawn. The answer is simple. 
Nothing is said which is not based on views elicited· in confidence 
during the-enquiry from representative and responsible people. 1Q 
mention names, describe instances or quote statements is neitil~,. 
necessary nor e>q!edient, ' 

It may be said against some of the suggestions made thatltb~Y 
partake of the nature of !lhstract maxims of -~praljk.Jath~~~ball 
~crete recommendations_io_r__!~fo!:Il?-. It must be remen:ibere<f~at 
morality in its wider sense is i!J.herent in the nature of the pro~etrl· 
There can consequently be no escape from discussion about it in the 
attempt at solution. Nor is it correct to assume that moral c~l\Si' 
derations must necessarily be abstract or recommendations deatin~ 
with them necessarily vague. 

j A section of opinion holds that because of the degradation 6£ moral 
l ~tandards, more especially in the business and political worlds,_ no 
pmprovement in administration is possible and that consequently. all -
effort towards that object is futile. The natural tendency of · the 
optimist is to dismiss this view summarily, but it is held by some 
men of intelligence and understanding and if only for that reasoni/:,1 
needs 'de · ' . · is treater . 

COilS1 ration. The question of moral detenoratwnffi to 6a-.' 
· ill su :u:e · at some length in subsequent chapters. Here ,t_ w legislaton y 

that · 1 Il).l.Il.lSters, 1 ' 
. qmte a number of responsible ~eop e, -·"us to establish O·,• ' 

officials and non-officials seemed genumely ~ t So. 1 ,II 
f • - t within this coun ry. on;_,. 

Sound oundations good goverrunen 'able numbers there is nrf-
;u; such men are to be found in apprecl ' 
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reason for discouragement or for holding that we must inevitably, 
though perhaps gradually and imperceptibly; slide down into the 
pit of corruption and disorganisation. 

It may perhaps appear superficially that a good deal of what 
follows has not much connection with, or relevance for, planning 
and development. Planning, however, can only proceed on sound 
foundations. In a democracy there can be no successful planning 
without a clean, efficient and impartial admirlistration. 



CHAPTER 1l 

THE PROBLEM: NATURE AND APPROACH 

(.. · · f th administrative THE degree of excellence in the f~_l!Q..I!!l!ILO --·~ . · 
machine is not a matter of mathematical calculat~on; 1t ~only 
be judged from impressions a'!<!..!!!xpl!!:\e!!!ce. The tmpress~ons o~ a 
recent tour through the larger portion of the country, combmed wtth 
many years of official and non-official ex~rience, !ead to the con
clusion that the machine, though sound m essentials and capable 
after improve;;;e;C~C~dertaking arduous ta!;ks, even different in 
kind and degree, i~~Jb~ .l?E.e_!>~_nt J!l~t run-do~. ~be_J!V.Pr~ 
allott!!(l to it. has .incre~g, the .. ql,lali_ty o! i~Qll.!PY...tJ.l~l!~t:~~o!a~d. 
The p~rts-removed from it have, in many instances, been replaced 
by those of inferior workmanship. The edge has been taken off 
through strain and occasionally, rough treatment, of many of those 
that remain. The ien~.r too is• new, often impa~g!!~ and ine,nil;ient. 
Co-ordinat_l~ frequenUy wanting. For reasons, some within and 
man~ beyond t.he-. macll.ine·~- . con~l, efl\c~E!!l~. _!:!_ -':l~?ou_~!~~l.x_ 
impatred. A1.!.2!1_ all, _ _the~- I! CO!ISl<l;l!!~!:!.li!_,!OOm for improvement 
-~---· -~-~----· . - ' . 

There is also considerable ~llblic _ dis~_tisf'a~t~ol!. with it. T\e 
public often does not discriminate between Government and t~ 
administrative machinery of Government. Accordingly, it is nlit 
unusual for it to visit both on the Government and its machinery 
the anger engendered by the policies of Government as well as that 
-caused by the actions of Governmen~ servants. ;Econo~nditions 
ll!e _ _!t the r~!..!_very ~;!Ld,l!al -~ p_ub!_ic~~?~Jl!· Thelligh 
cost of living and the inability to get essentials, which have recently 
.culminated in both rural and urban areas in higher prices for food
grains and acute scarcity of cloUt, have embittered large sections 
of the population very greatly. The gist of this, the most general 
and the most important complaint against Government, is: Why 
are adequate quantities of food Blld cloth not provided at reason
able prices? Why are the prices of other essentials being allowed 
to be pushed up? Has Government no. time for this? Must it waste 
its energy on useless things? 

4 
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This feeling is intensifi_~):J_y_ a fairly ge.!l_en•Lbelit?Lin the lac!t 
()f integrity of m_an:l'_ oFth~~~- in J:l!~E_po_si!ion, Ministers, legislators, 
officials-all fall within the ambit of this disapproval. There is a 

. tendency to believe the worst of everyone and there are not very 
many against who~ nothing at all is said. The lack of integrity 
alleged takes many shapes. Patronage, undue interference, actual 
corruption-these are all different forms of the disease which large 
sections of the embittered public believe has infected· the body 
politic. 

Delay in the despatch of business contributes further to public 
dissatisfaction. The ordinary citizen gets very tired of having to 
wait for an answer and he is apt to ascribe any undue delay to 
the desire to obtain illicit gain on the part of the official or minister, 
who will not come to a conclusion in regard to his particular matter. 
A certain amount of dilatoriness is inherent in the system, but it 
cannot be denied that a great deal of the dilatoriness so bitterly· 
complained against is due to those working__:th~2Ystero._r~ther_tloan 
to. tll~.SY'!~~!I!_it_self. When to delay is added, as often happens, 
lack of personal touch, lack of explanation of policy and lack of 
explanation of the reasons for refusing to take certain action, the 
dissatisfaction is naturally greater. Members of the public are often 
inclmed to feel that from the public servant, minister as well as 
Government official, they are not getting a fair deai. Hence the 
feeling of lack of confidence, which makes them forget that quite 
often they themselves have been attempting to obtain from Gov
ernment something which is not their· right but which they desire 
for their own private benefit or in order to obtain an advantage 
over smp.ebody else. The disappointment of many sections of the 
people is, of course, aJl the greater because they had been brought 
up to think that all the ills of this country were due to the foreigner 
and that, once he had been got rid of, very substantial progress in 
the standard of living would automatically follow. 

V There is a belief firmly held in some quarters that what we are 
s,uff...£ring from today is nQLso_ much m<i!er!al poverty or intellectual 
29.Yerty_<!~_~jJiritual poveffi'. 'J:he .problem, it··;~- fel(is essentially 
ethical. It accordingly resolves itself into the building up of the 
character of the human material involved. Observers who hold this 
view contend that there has been a great decline in character· 
generally in the recent past. For this, two reasons are urged. 
India took part in the last war and while, for example, many millions 
of the poor died in the Bengal Famine as a result of the scarcity that 
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followed the loss of Burma, some of her industrialists and business
men acquired -great riches during the war. Though many people 
shared in the war-effort, for most it was not their war. The spirit 
of self-sacrifice and high endeavour that comes from participation 
in a war in defence of ideals was generally absent. Accordingly, 
the material benefits that came from it not only affected detrimen
tally the character of those who gained from it enormously in ways 
legal and illegal, but reduced on the whole the moral calibre of many 
others. Even some officials belonging to classes that had hitherto 
been regarded as incorruptible found temptation too great to resist. 
The example set by vast wealth -acquired illegally v.ithout undue 
difficulty and enjoyed freely without the least apprehension was a 
further factor _responsible for the decline in character. 

Secondly, the pQliJical II!Oyeme.nt,_i~_js __ sa[<;i,__contrib_uted_Jo the 
moral decline~- The sta;dard of conduct imposed by the leader of 
the iiOfificaf'riwvement was so high that the bulk of his followers 
could not lift themselves up to it, with the result that their 
acceptance of his doctrine was superficial. Moved by his petsonality 
they became fired with emotion and followed his lead. Emotion. 
however, is transitory, and, when it dies down, leaves its subject, 
morally; exactly where he was before he felt it. It does not impose 
upon him that deep discipline which, permeating the mind burns 
aw~y all dr?ss. Hence, with the success of the movement, i~ many 
of lt~ promment ~ollowers there remained nothing but the original 
man, and the or1gmal man, more especially when enthroned in 
power and endowed with moral phrases, in a number of instances, 
acted accordmg to his nature rather than according to the tenets 
he had ostens1bly accepted when emotionally inspired b h' 
master. Y IS great 

There seems little doubt that greater moral d. · 1· · 
. ·t f h lSClp Ine IS a pre 

reqms1 e or t e advancement of the nation Th" d" · 1' -
t f . IS ISCtp me must permea e rom the core to the essential parts E t' 

b b t"' · · mo ton can never e a su s ~cute for dtscipline and at the present t' 
is not burning very brightly PI . lme even that fire 

t . T · ... an~, In_any_ case, are unlikely i:o 
arousg__em<>_Ion. heir aim must be to arous , _,. · · -. 

,- th t · .-, . -- ~lSCJpJmed enthu-
stasm, a IS, P!.O'!'Ide_ an ideology on the basis of wh' h th ·"d: · 
d al 'Jl b - · -- ~-- lC e In IVI-

U ._'::1':~---~..l"::;P_a~e_d _tosacr~fiGI'.fl>r._the eommon g~~d. if this 
were to come about, 1t would, among other things b.e an- t t' . . . . . , au oma 1c a1d to natwnal d!Sctpltne. 
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,. Considering then the wide-spread discontent about essential eco
nomic matters, the many allegations of lack of integrity among 
those who direct, influence and operate the administrative machi
nery, the frequent failure of co-ordination on their part and some
times even of goodwill and understanding, the dilatoriness and in
efficiency of the machine and the need, not only to remedy all thess, 
but to build for the future, the best approach to the problem at 
the present time ~ould seem to be:-

(a) Giving firs_Lp_lf!c<UQ.~t~thinga and making the __ best_use 
. · qt_t~j;J!si. PeoP!e: priorities for policies and perso~el; · 
(b) Insisting on standards. of integrity, implicit and explicit: 

-;:,otoniy~thereality of integrity but also the demons
trable appearance of integrity; 

(c) Pr~znoting II11ltual understanding: proper r¢adjustment of 
-the human relations .. illvol;;;ed. in Government and ad

ministration; 

(d) Reorg_1!n.ising_.the_machine....so~ __ to--.ensure _gr!)ater. speed, 
··-;;tfectiveness and responsiveness; and -------·---.. ----· -· ------ ·- ---

(e) ~_ganging !O>r:__p_rol"E>.Z: !raill~ng, for_ the sho;>rt-term as well 
\ . as~the long-term, . a_Ild pla~ing. propE!r recruitment for 

~_he long-tr;l'!l1_,_ 



CHAPTER III 

PRIORITIES 

A Welfare State is not the product o1 a paper Constitution: There 
can be no welfare without economic well-being. Now one of the 
most unfortunate fe~tures of the present Indian situation is that the 
position during the last few years in respect of even the basic neces
sities has been worse than at any time during the period of the ~ar. 
So far therefore from an improvement in economic well-bemg, 
after Jbe transfe; of power there h_lls_ bee[l a !listinct deter.io_ratjon. 
n;;·~medYfng of"thlsis .the .real problem of the Indian State. N~ 
Government, least of all the Government of India, at the presen 
juncture, can afford to proceed on the basis that .it is better to 
attempt many things th!ill to achieve a few. If it does so attempt, 
it must dissipate its energies and resources to "little purpose. Tile 
basic things are food, clothing and shelter. It is not suggested that 
Government should abjure all other activities until these objectives 
are fully gained, but it does seem that today, after providing for tile 
legitimate requirements of external and internal security, the most 
important task of Government is that which falls withi~ the economic 
sphere. 'rhis task can be divided into two parts. Jtm,erg~t_!:!!.!!!:.' 
dies must be found for acute economic ills; and economic weil~heing' 
musi-tie built- up~ i~~.!i.~s!~i!.lY~i~e~~~~ those measilii!s~.t~at ciime 
.under the general heading of controls ind .. thesecoiid means in
creasing r~~oirrC";;s~wUJ:t.ihe-"ObJecCiiot oi allowing t~ concentration 
of "weaith --·in· a·few hands:- bui of ralsmi "t.he"standard. of living 
iienei-liiiY.~ --Tiiere -are· "un<IO-ubietilymiiiy-oilier-activities ·iii· wilich a 
niodei-n-government has to take part and these cannot altogether be 
ignored, but the effort and expenditure in men and money on these 
must obviously not be such as to prej11dice the fundamental task, 
for, if this _fails, everything else must also fail. ' 

In order to attain success in the economic sphere, as indeed in 
all other spheres of Govern~ent, Q.l:lk!:.Y-..Y.<!!.llli!,~j~~-SJearly env?-saged, 
un~_I;~t()Od __ _a,nd _ aga!lg~_m ..Q.r.!l_~-2i.J>riority; pQlicy in pursu
ance of those objectives must be infonned-and "clet.e"rmin~d · and 
hnplem~nt~tion of that policL_~\!.!itl>~ eft'ectiv;;:--·;_rhe ideol~gy of 
the party m power and the wisdom and vision of those in office 

8 
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will be the principal factors in the choice of objectives. The forma
tion of a proper policy depends both on these and on the calibre 
of the official personnel, while for effective implementation the 
quality and the numerical adequacy of the personnel at different 
levels is what matters most. 

Lack of clarity in objectives is on~ of ..!ll~ .• _Yl?QS\ _f!eque11t. _c;_a_us~s, 
of failu;e-;n im]:i!ementatioii:--Tb.eni could scarcely be a better 
-e~pi; -of thi~-particular fault than _!!l_e combiJ1ed objE!_<:!i':'~'?.!_sel£-· 
suffi~ienc:t._,.within a stated I:'eriod _in foodgr1!_~~,-~ot!o':-.a_'l__d __ _jute. 
Again, it is lack· of clarity and unwillingness to assess· priorities 
in objectives that leads to a situation in which Government has at 
one and the same· time the two objectives of providing food for the 
peopJe at reasonable prices and cutting down all imports. Clear
thinking would inevitably have shown that in the present cir
cumstances if the first was to have been attained, the second could 
not be. Similar examples are not lacking in almost every part of 
the economic field. Thus only absence of clarity could lead to the 
objectives of grain at a fixed price and alternative competing crops 
like oilseeds at any price or of cloth and cotton at a fixed price 
buf unginned cotton at any price. 

- However clearly apprehended the objective may be, if the policy 
framed to attain it is not based upon knowledge and pursued in 
determined fashion, it cannot be reached. The cloth policy of the 

- Government of India in recent months can well be regarded as a 
monument to misinformation and vacillation. Prices are increased, 
modified within a short time and raised again a few days later. 
Goods are permitted to be sold for export and then exports are 
curtailed. To be able to respond to changing situations is certainly 

. desirable but fjexibility does not mean allowing the situation to get 
the better of one through l,2ck of knowledge and determination 
:'nd having continuously to shift __ one's_gJ,:O.!J!ld-. ----. -:._----' 

/ ~ffectiv!U!!!PJ~Jllen~l!tiQ!l i~ P-~~s_ible_only _by_!h~proper use of 
J)r'!Pe~ in~tJ;:Il!llents.. The instruf'lents of Governmentaf policy· are· 
officials. It is well known that following the transfer of power 
there _ _ll~s_b_e~?. ~<;>_ns_id~~able _ _<iepletion of t~nior ranks with conse~ 
<ii~n.t_p_r_o!Ilotio.n_from the lower !'-'!l_lk~ .. t~~~~eJiigJi~rpostS:" 'lJt!s 
has, to a certain extent!.. affe<;jed implem~:n.t~on at the· Centre, in 
the Provincial Secretariats and in the districts,--thoug!l-iCinusT not 
be forgotten that in many instances the few senior officials in charge 
have been able, at any rate during periods of stress and emergency, 
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~ 
to get' excellent work out of their inexperienced, newly promoted 
juniors, and indeed, in many provinces, the quality of specific par~ 
tions of work has, on occasion, been as good· as, if not better than, 
in the past. On the whole, however, it would be idle to deny the 
presence of considerable deterioration. Keenness can make up for 

. inexPerience some of the time but in many instances there may 
' be ~~,~ce of bot~ ke~nne~_~nd e~~ell~~· Nothing better can 

really be expected, when Collector's posts are held by people who 
in the normal course would often not have risen even to Deputy 
Collectorships, or Deputy Secretaries' posts by persons who would 
at most have become Assistant Secretaries towards the end of their 
lives. In _spite of such tools, most · Governments hav~ increased 
greatly the kind and extent of official work. Some of th1s has been 
well done; much badly. Implementation from the very nature of 
things is often ineffective. • 

In the circumstances, if maximum progress is desired, the only 
4-· course possible is to place first things first. Effort must be deJi
b~_y directed tmll.ar.d'LE_j~w specific go~~ •.. sin~~ it i~. apparent 
th,.t_there is no plethora of good instruments available and . both 
dlre<j_i_D_Il and _<!riVe m.li~t_com.i· fr~ thQ";e q~~lift~d to i~part-th~m. 
The best officials must be placed in positions of strategic effective
ness and the best possible use must be made of all officials in order 
to obtain success in the fields chosen. lhus there is no point • in 
appoir:ting an official as an ambassador when his experience quali
fies hirr: to deal. successfully with a difficult control and when ·by 
so appomtmg him, another effective official could be made avail- · 
able for handling another control which must be started to make 
the first work well. 

0 ~~L'!l!,lst be no clash between the Cen.1J:e_ and-the -States as 
regard_s objectiv"~-'. polic1_":>_~--~111!'!~11lentation. To agreement on 
obJectives. ~nd pohcy there must be ad.ded-a- C.Q:<)_rdinate~ plan for 
the dispositiOn of m>mpower. That which is of real importance. must . 
be done thoroughly, that of secondary importance relegated to the 
.background. 

. This question of priori:ies applies with equal force to the alloca
tiOn of f:md~. The ~pendmg of money too must be directed to.;;;~ds 
those obJectives which, It is agreed serve the great t d . · d . ' es . nee , 1nstea 
of bemg concentrated on those which interest pr · t M' · om1nen 1n1sters 
most or scattered over a large number of subJ' ects 11 d 

' . h ' a no oubt 
desirab,e but m t e aggregate likely to be muclt less beneficial than 
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the one or two which are really crucial. Thus for a deficit State 
to raise its expenditure on education fourfold in four years while 
that on minor irrigation remains about the same seems inappro
priate' in view of the urgent need for food. 

Linked with this is the question of assessment of results. Gov- 6 
ernments indulge in large expenditure -hoping th;rl"-;;t;'rt~~- r;sults 
will follow from the expenditure. This often does not happen, but 
very rarely is any machinery devised to examine and assess results. 
Such machinery should invariably be indicated and its duties clearly 
laid down, whenever large expenditure is sanctioned. Otherwise 
money continues to be poured out year after year in the mistaken 
belief that the anticipated progress is made, whereas in reality very 
little happens. Expenditure other than the initial should be consi
dered afresh in the light of the reports of this machinery. 



CHAPTER IV 

INTEGRITY 

• 
IN the circumstances of the present time, the necessity of high· 
moral standards for both the Government and the administration 
can hardly be exaggerated. The system of Government we have 
adopted postulates these standards. Parliamentary government with .. . ------·-
a cabinet system on the British model cannot be effective unless the 
standard of morality of those who wo_!.k _it is _high a~d. the .general 
public believe it to be so. Without these, the parliamentary system 
may limp along but its existence will always be in danger, for there 
is no more potent weapon in the hands of opponents of democracy 
than the ability to show that under the democratic system power 
passes into the hands of the corrupt and the self-seeker. Parliamen
tary government is in its infancy in this country. Accordingly, this is 
the proper time to lay down and observe conventions, so that with the 
passage of years they may consolidate into traditions which those 
who come hereafter will accept instinctively knowing that, based 
as they are on the wisdom of their fathers, they will serve their 
turn well. Moreover. as the malady which affects the body politic 
today is the lowering of individual character and the weakening of 
the moral fibre, the remedy must also be sought on the moral plane. 
In this matter, example· is infinitely better than precept and the 
example of those in high places is apt to be particularly effective for, 
as the Sanskrit proverb says "As the King,_sQ_the__people". A very 
special obligation rests therefore on Ministers, Legislators· and 
Administrators of the higher ran:Ks: Their every official action must 
be based on principle and- they must realise that to the extent that 
they depart from principle, they are harming not only themselves 
and affecting detrimentally their own moral development but under
mining the stability of the State. 

It is not enough to act with integrity. Justice. it has been said, 
must not only be done but must be seen to be done. So too moral 
standards must not only be observed but must be seen to be observ
ed. In other words, they must be so observed as to eliminate the 
possibility of suspicion and secure the general recognition of the 
observers. Accordingly, for public servants-Ministers and Legis-

12 
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lators just as much as Administrators-there is not only a standard 
.of conduct to be maintained but a code of behaviour to be followed. 
The one evokes judgment, the o.ther comment. Judgment is slow 
and not every one's task. Comment is swift and almost every one's 
business. 

Great as is its importance in all democracies, comment has par
ticular significance in India today. Wherever one goes, one finds 
unfavourable, often perhaps unjustified, comment on the standards 
<>f many of those in high places. In fact, it has been said over and 
over again in places as far apart as 'l:ravancore and Delhi or as 
Mysore and Calcutta that the_gring_\Q[l.l.S!i.t!S~_.()!_!ack of_ confidence 
.!£_QQY~rnJllen ts_~.J2c!..a_~~ii1istra tive machin~- is .. t}i.e. many -tal~-:-of 
~m.l'r.oper.)le_h_:!YiQui_ of thos~-Tn po-wer:~The psycholo!i;-caf· atm~~
phere produced by this persist~-;;t-·ani:Ci.mfavourable comment is it
self the cause of further moral detrioration, for p¢ople will begin 
to adapt their methods, even for securing a legitimate right, to what 
they believe to be the tendency of men in power and office. Thus, 
if there is a wide range of stories which says that there is no use 
making a request to K until you get a chit from X Y Z and that 
the only way to· get a chit from X Y Z is to pay a bribe to 
A B C, people, when they have to make a request to K will 
instinctively turn to A B C rather than go directly to the fountain 
head. Every· instance of this nature morally degrades the person 
who practises it and affects the confidence of those who hear about 
it, It prepares them mentally, moreover, to believe in tales, however 
exaggerated or wild, that they may hear about those in power. This 
is indeed a very real danger and while, triple-plated in the armour 
of one's own innocence and good intentions, the Minister or Adminis
trator may declare "They say. What say they? Let them say", 
he must remember that he does not live by himself and that the 
fact of what is believed about him is going to affect not only people's 
estimate of him and their view o; the Government of which he forms 
.a part, but alw their conduct' in regard to that Government. 

It is, of course, true that many of the stories one hears are 
exaggerated and that people are apt to belie\;e them for various 
extraneous reasons. The frustration that results from the present 
economic difficulties of many people, especially in the middle 
classes, 9ften finds a scapegoat in the alleged mis-behaviour of Gov
ernments and administrations. ~f things are not better, it must be 
because people in power are corrupt. There is also a type of mind 
which derives a peculiar satisfaction from criticising "our own 
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· l'k · they have power Ple, They are so near to us and so I e us, h . 
pea · . t te t en· 
and we have none; consequently we are apt ~ ex~gger~ut them 
faults and even while knowing that :n~ch of what IS srud ab ust also 
must be false, like to believe that It IS true. ~o';'an~e m ack 
be made for political malice and the general mt~xicatwn and 1 . 

· df d 1 There 15 of obJ'ectivity that comes from newly acquue ree on· 
1 that loves too the unfortunate trait so common among our peop ~ . all 

t blame rather than to praise. Yet even after considermg 
t~ese, a substratum of truth still remains out of the "man~ aile~:~ 
tions of lack of integrity throughout ihe country. Remedies ~ . 
be found to induce a mode of behaviour_. which, if it cann?t ell~~ 
nate, wi!J. at least reduce very substantially . these _alleg~twns -~ve 
will prepare the ground for a climate of opmwn which Will rece1 
such allegations with extreme incredulity. 

The deviatiol!_:fJ:()m .1110!"~1- stand~I"d~ of Mi~sters! LegJ~l<~_tor~--ar:~ 
Adnllnistrators takes various forms. These . ~-ail _bg_s!~ified __ und 
threem~n head_s:_ corruption, patronage (based- on communalism, 
,;;ct~ri~~~;;;-, nepoti;:;---;;_;;d-fav-ouritismT and influ_e~~e. Whatever t~e 
form, there can be no doubt that it vitiates policy, wea\tens adminW 
tration and undermines public confidence. _. · · 

It may, of course, be said that the description above emphasises 
unduly the likely effects of lack of moral standards. After all, 
there are governments, and democratic governments even to!fay in 
which the bulk of the Ministers are known to be corrupt and yet 
the countries function and the people are able to lead reasonable 
lives without undue hardship. Nor do they feel particularlY 

· degraded. Their achievements in the field of science and their other 
cultural activities would sometimes do credit to _any era or countrY· 
Corruption, patronage and influence were the rule in England itself 
up to about 120 years ago, during the very period of its expansion 
and development. 'rhe question may be asked why then is it 
assumed that these evils, even if they exist, are likely to be so verY 
detrimental to the well-being of the Indian State? . To take the 
second Case first, When ~-O~e!.!!_~~~~~!an_d_ \\"~~~~Orrupt, it wa~. 
o~ig<l~bic~~nd it is possi~l~ fo:r:_~fficien,t oligarchy -~-bE! c.;~rupt 
and __ ~tig ~a':~!l_:~~a~r:s f!:irly_ well, because ; cl~ -~rpo;;,:ti~;; 'iS 
ap_!_~o ~:e~!l~is~- re"l n__e_e_d~_a,n<l)I1~'irest~ -~~d ~u-·;;:ot' let its conup
ti~n Lnterfere and misgovern to the point __ of _ ~ausi;;g the people to 
destroy the S!ate: As regards. the' first instance; ·cai.uitries-of the 
nature described certainly continue to exist but they do so by the 
grace of a strong traditional system of administration .with which 
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there is very little interference ·by the Ministers and a sound and 
fairly prosperous peasantry wjllch refuses to allow any intoler
able oppression. Moreover, in such countries administration con
fines itself to absolutely essential tasks. There is no question of 
building Welfare States. In rare instances, their resources are so 
great that they can almost be said to be able to afford corruption. 
The position ·in India is, of course, very different. Our aim is a real 

----.~·---~-------

<jgmocr~~L!Q'?:fJ.!)g__tow.llrds the e~~blj.§.hJng_I!t ... of_ a proper Welfare 
S1at~;_ w~_<:l<;> __ noUJeli.E'Y!"_ .i.!l._QJjgarcJ:!y_ox_ c:lesp_otisrn; _our people are 
poor and docile; we have in every sphere a great deal of leeway to· 
make up. ·As the example of China has shown, deviation from moral 
standards represents for us a most powerful danger, and we must 
devise and work with energy and goodwill all measures to meet it. 

During the past few years there have been various instances in 
which grave allegations of a specific nature have been made by 
responsible parties against persons occupying the position of Minis
ters of Governments. Such allegations have on occasion been the 
subject of debates in the Legislatures. The Ministry as a· whole 
and the· p-arty which has put it in power having thrown their weight 
behind the Minister complained against, the debates have either been 
inconclusive or ·have ended in a vote in his favour. Thereafter, the 
matter has generally been ended. Enquiries into the allegations have 
sometimes been made by senior all-India leaders of the principal 
political party; occasionally their reports have been made public, 
but often they have remained secret. Some of the reports have· 
exculpated those complained against and some )lave, in effect, con
demned them. In any case, no action has beeri taken. It is not 
surprising that ·when grave allegations by responsible parties are· 
made against people holding positions of high authority and they 
continue to remain in power without being cleared of the accusations 

. ' 
the public generally feel that anybody really influential can get 
away with anything. It seems fairly clear that if the public are 
t~ have confidence that moral standards do prevail in high places, 
_:u-rangements ·must b_e n:ade that no on~, h?wever highly"' placed, 

·is immune from enqu1ry 1f allegations agamst him are made by res
ponsible parties and a prima facie case exists. The form of machi
nery and enquiry may be different for different categories of people,. 
but there must be a machinery and it must exist within the frame
work of Government and not, in the case of Ministers, for example, 
within that of the political party. There should be no. hushing UJ>' 
or appearance of hushing up for political and personal reasons. 
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The best form of machinery would be a tribunal to enquire, that 
is, a tribunal the purpose. of which is not to punish but to find o~t 
and establish facts. In other places such tribunals have found 1t 
possible to enquire into the conduct of Ministers of the Crown and 
high government officials without in any way making it impossible 
for them to continue to work, and there is no reason why similar 
tribunals could not work satisfactorily in this countiJ;, considering 
the high standard of our judiciary. All facilities for directing in
vestigation, obtaining evidence, examining documents etc. would 
have to be placed at the disposal of the tribunal. The authority 
responsible for setting up the tribunal might, for the Central Gov
ernment, be the President, and, for State Governments, the Governor 
acting in consultation with the President. They, in either case, on 
being satisfied that there was prima facie evidence, would appoint 
a tribunal. An alternative would be to vest the power of appoint
ing such tribunals in the Supreme Court. The existence of this 
power would by itself have a very salutary effect on the behaviour 
of people holding responsible positions and power, for there can be . 
no doubt that at the present moment, with a parliamentary majority 
behind them, at least a few are inclined to hold that there is no 
difference between their will and the law. 

It is often difficult to produce sufficient proof of corruption to 
obtain a conviction in a court of law and yet there may be strong 
and reasonable suspicion coupled with persistent public talk. Here 
too effective action is essential. It should take the lines suggested 
in the extract below from Chapter XV of the Hyderabad Economy 
Committee Report: 

"Corruption, it is said, is often difficult to prove.. All the 
~ore. re~on why there should not be the least hesita
twn m mvestlgating every matter in which ther · 

d f e 1s groun or complaint. Punishment, too, for corruption · 

•> 

should be exemplary, the least being dismissal from 
serv1ee. 'l:here is, in this matter of corruption 

0 
1 

't · h'h , necear. en enon w lC can be of great assistance 1. . 
h . . . n assessmg 

t e posslblhty or otherwise of its existence. Reputation 
can be taken as almost conclusive. It may be said of 
~n officer who has not that particular fault, that he is 

arsh or rude or lazy, but it may be laid down almost 
as. a rule that, over a period, it will not be said, of an 
officer who lS honest, that he is dishonest. Consequent! 
when a strong aroma of corruption has gathered rouz~ 
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an 'officer, very rarely will it be wrong specially and 
thoroughly" to investigate his actions, his financial posi
tion ai:td the financial position of such of .his relatives 
and close friends as· seem to have acquired a somewhat 
large share of the good things ~f the world. No such 
officer should, in any case, be kept in any position of 
responsibility or influence." 

There is very little doy_bt tl:uU. __ £:9.n:llPL.P!li:Jlic __ .ser.vants ofte_g 
<escape detecti~;--be~ t!ce maghtnJ'.I.YJ.P.ul.et.e.ction.isJlO.t...suifi.si~nt
lv---a'fu~ :i"n_i.t wide;,~wa)!:~~-It nee<J.uQ.JJ_e str~nglli_~Il_ej, if necessar-;;, 

ibyimporting from abroad officers who have made a special study of 
this subject. Such machinery should for the .Centre be directly 
under the D.I.B., and the Central Government should not. hesitate 
.to have investigated by it special cases of corruption in the States 
when important public servants are concerned and when it is felt 
·that local influences are preventing action being take;,· against them. 

The Bengal Administrative Committee suggested the creation of 
can offence in which the onus of proving that he wasonot guilty would 
fall upon a public servant, where. it was known that he or his 
'dependents had suddenly become possessed of large wealth. This 
.has not been enacted into law presumably because accession to 
wealth by innocent means is quite possible and it might be unjust 
·to proceed against a person merely on the _ground that such wealth 
had come to him. There can, however, be no doubt that some 
action is necessary ·when it is known or can be seen that a public· 
-servant or his dependents have become suddenly rich, for instance 

' when a man on a salary of Rs. 1,000 per month, or his wife or 
-daughter buys -or builds a house costing a couple of lakhs, or rides 
.ab~ut in a car worth Rs. 20,000. There should be no objection in 
-the· circumstances of this country to creating this offe,.;ce and putting 
the onus of. proof on the person concerned. On completion of in
vestigation, his explanation would be obtained by . the investigating 
staff, and, if the explanation was unsatisfactory, prosecution would 
be launched after obtaining proper sanction from Government. 

In certain special departments which come into continuous· con
"tact with .the public and regarding which there is· a great deal of 
·<:omplaint of corrupt\£!:l_y.mi:mg_ the .~li.!?Q!.Cl.\.!1'!t~- s.!_aff, special detec
·tion measures are -obviously needed. It sho_!J_ld n.Qt be .difficult, for 
insf~.o appofT;t o_!!e or two _ _exper_i_eD.ced_j_etectb~·~;~lerks-to 
~<:::etly watch the beh~~~~r: . ..Q!.. ~~"i_!_ asso~i~l_es- -~p:d.-~s~p~~;;;-r~._ 
. ---------- . --
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Action could then be taken on reports received. That corruption: 
cannot be checked in a particular depar~ment ';here all. war~ ~~~
to be done under one r.oof within certam spec1fic premtses 1s in~
comprehensible and would seem to indicate etther lack of determ 
tion or of the imagination needed to try out novel measures. 

The public forms its conclusion about the whole Gove:nme~t 0~' 
the basis of its experience of one portion of it. From thts pom~u~
view, the most important Central departments . are the reve _ 
producing branches of the Finance Ministry, Income-tax -an.d C~:h 
toms, and the Commerce and Ilidustry Mini~try. These it 1s w~e-: 
which the members of the public come most mto contact.. If, the fi 
fore it is Government's desire that the public should have con -
den~e in its administrative maehinery and methods, it rnust ens~n·e
that at least in these there is firmness and consistency of: pohcYd 
efficient and expeditious despatch of business and courteous an 
considerate treatment of the public. Only by taking great pains at. 
both the policy-making and the executive ends can tnis be achieved-

On· the Income-tax side, the real complaint of the public is that' 
while small. metr --;;;:~ ofte~ troubled quite unnecessarily, tax-evaders" 
whose assessment should run into lakhs, seem to escape. The failure: 
of the Incorne-Tax Investigation Commission to produce any re.al 
results and the ease with which the most blatant tax-evaders see!!l· 
to be able to manage their affairs undisturbed has caused a verY 
widespread belief in the impotence of Government when. pitted 
against really influential and wealthy people. Nor is it only past 
dues that the Income-tax Department would seem to be. unable tu 
recover, fresh illegal gains too the public feel remain untaxed~ 
Unless special measures can be taken to remedy this state of" affairS, 
the public will continue to feel indignant and contemptuous about 
the Income-tax Department. There would seem to be very few com
plaints about corruption from those sections of the population whicl1: 
give proper accounts and submit· their forms after examination bY 
Chartered Accountants etc. l'he complaints seem mostly to be fro!1l 
those who either do not keep their accounts properly or seek to 
obtain special benefits. That there is a certain amount of corrup-
tion is undoubted. · 

. Corruption in the Gus_toll_l~· it is stated, fu!§_neit!J.-"r incr_(?_!tse<lpar· 
t1cularly nor ?ecr~~e,'L~g_n.!.li!''!,~. It is found at the lower levels 
but has not reached any Vet;· large proportions. Work is done witll 
a rair amount of despa~ch. There is; however, considerable room for· 
impruvernent both in work and in. honesty. 
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Hardly anybody who has had anything to do with the activities 
of ·the previous Industry and Supply and Commerce Ministries has 
anything to say in their favour: Failure both of policy and imple
mentation are alleged. There is little doubt that the handling of 
cloth control, for instance, typifies· all the points that should be · 
avoided in any control. Lack of planning, continuous shifts in 
policy, incapacity for independent thought, inability to withstand 
pressure and influence, these are pointed out as some of the defects 
in the Industry and Supply Department's management. 

The Commerce Ministry had gained an unenviable notoriety in 
respect of the amenability of some of its principal officials to the 
wishes of big business. In addition, there was alleged to be consider
able corr.uption in the grant of licences and permits, more especially, 
import licences and permits. A very undesirable feature was the 
leakage of information about changes which enabled those who got 
the information before others to benefit. Now it is obvious that if 
the new department of Commerce and Industry is to run satisfac
torily, It should be well-manned both as regards quality a'(ld ade
quacy. Specially a~_ted __ o!l!<;§:S. must be in charge and adequate 
supervisory staff must be given to the sections dealing with the 

. public. There should also be surg!'>.e....che.cks_alliiJnspections and 

. -measures to prevent corruption as already indicated.- Th,;-·j.,;]:mta
tion of Government is greatly affected by the running of these 
departments. Businessmen often blame their own COlT!Jption on to 
these departments. What they say is "How can we be expected not 
to be corrupt when we have to spend so much to get our legitimate 
rights from these departments?" 

Various classes of complaints that have come to notice are 
summed up below: 

After the announcement of Government policy, there is frequently 
a long delay in the issue of administrative instructions and still 
more so in the issue of necessary licences. Policy and instructions 
should invariably issue together. In a number of instances, it would· 
seem that the policy has been changed after it has been announced 
to. suit the wishes of certain influential persons. Sometimes Gov
ernment's decisions· are known in Delhi and telegraphed abroad by 
the press correspondents before they have been announced in India. 
Strong action against persons found to have been cheating either in 
the production of false evidence or in obtaining licences by unfair 
means should be taken. Trade interests concerned should be con
sulted and advice obtained from th&m regarding what they consider 
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the satisfactory procedure, sometime in advance of is_sue. of export 
-quotas and not after the quotas are announced. The del_ays when 
more than one department has to be consulted are occasiOnally so 
·inordinate that opportunities to export or import goods are lost. 
Prices jump up and if imports are in question, India has to pay 
more. Although import licences are issued .on the basis of past 
performance, yet there ·have been cases in which new comers have_ 
-been given very large licences. 

When specific ·allegatisms of corruption were made in the public 
yress against individual ·public servants by name in the p~st, the 
- officer was generally expected to clear his name by taking the 

matter to the courts. Government would sanction expenses on the 
understanding that if the officer lost his case, he would h11-ve to 
reimburse Government, and if he 'got damages, the costs 'would be 
the first ch~rge on damages. ovThe· filing of several such prosecutions 
had a very healthy effect on the press and prevented. their spread· 
ing unfounded sensational tales. No such prosecutions would seern 
to hav;e been filed in recent years although' there has been no lack 
of very specific allegations against even senior people in the Gov
·ernment of India. 

Another useful device. is that of the Prompt contradiction. This 
necessitates examination of particularly. critical newspapers imme
-diately on issue, listing all the allegations made, prompt inquiry into , 
them and Immediate COntradiction by letter to the editor Of SUCh a5 . 

are false or misconceived. This can, of course, be doubly effective 
If; where Government is wrong, it frankly admits its error and says 
1t Is takmg steps to remedy it .. The idea that some newspapers 
are mere rags, tha~- It does not matter what they say and that one 
need pay no attention to them cannot be accepted, for though Gov· 
ernment may pay no attention to them, large numbers of the people 
do and what the people think must be a matt f 

. er o great concern to a democrahc Government. 

These , two ·lines of action combined are lik 1 t h 
deterrent effect on the publication of false ande [ o . ~ve a very 
If, for instance, out of six matters that ha b ensatlonal reports. 

. ve een raised b t f Government IS able to say th t th , a ou our 
a ey are com letel f 1 · · 

regard to the other two points out \\•hat th P y a se, and m 
, . . e correct po 't' · · ·t 

there IS any mistake admits it and says it is takin st SI Ion IS,_ I 
it, the effect on the people will be excellent I . gdd' e_ps to rectifY 

· n a then, where a 
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libellous ~and~ false allegation is. made, prosecution should be, insti
tuted without delay. A realisation that the era of easy allegations 
is' over will reinforce the feeling that Government is beginning to 
be watchful and responsive. ~ 

It is often stated that the I'rocegpre laid down for d<opart- ~ 

mental· enquiries prevents quick disposal and thaL_ con,_s.,qu_®tly 
!iii1EFmeri_C,~he~ ·;;;p~;.;c~;-~c,rr,~~~siJ9~n~~f!:er-t_he off-;n_,.e ~ tl"§!L it 
fails to strike terror and loses all deterrent effect. There is no real 
~-------------~-------------·- ----- ______ ... ---- . 
reason why this should be so.· A ilepartmental enquiry ought to 
be completed with reasonable diligence within three months~ In 
cases of special importance when the record is likely to be very 
voluminous it may be worthwhile to appoint an officer on special 
duty to hold such an enquiry. Also in an area where there are a 
large number of enquiries constantly cropping up,~ and 'the officers 
likely to be appointed have their· hands already full with other 
work, it may be· better to appoint a full-time Enquiry Officer for 
the sole purpo~e ,of finishing of all departmental enquiries speedily. 

In a country jn which it has' long been recognised to be a man's, 
. clear duJ;y to provide for his relatives, near and distant, as well as·. 
for his Biradri or brotherhood, very special measures are needed 
to deal with the many evils and injustices tha·t come from patron

_age. ~ In many cases· there is a conflict between private and public 
virtue. In the interests of the country obviously pub!ic vi.rL~'}must 

. prevail, but in order to avoid the difficulty inherent in not following 
the accepted standard of private virtue, i! would be desirable to 
reduce as far as possible the scope of the patronage that can be~ 
exercised by any person in ~ authority. !'a,tr_onag~ .. ~should, 
in fact, be eliminated or atlell!lt ~narr:owed. down to_ the~_unavoidable 

. minlmuiri;-:by-th·e~ fuiie_5t'"use of ~Jhe_P.ublic._Service __ C~!Dmission, 
S~leetfon .J:!Q~r.9i~arid_ ~e~e_c~!9E.S~~!Xli!te_es,_ The latter two it they 

do not~ ~ist should be created for tilling any vacancies, that may 
arise in ~grades and categories which do not come within the pur
view of the Public Service Commission, and the Public Service 
Commission should supe~~se th~i~~ork .ll9th_at_the _st;ge~-ofinrtial 
~e"Cruitmeritandat s~bseq~t important ~a.@L()[p_romoti~~. ~ E;~n· 
i.;r·T;ffij)orary appointments, candidates should be ch~~;n ·by Selec
tion Board,s or Committees. . The· tendency amongst people in power 
to reproduce~ their own kind, when disposing of appointments and 
making promotions, has not gone Unnoticed in other democracies 
working under the Parliamentary system. So strong has been the 
feeling in some. against the exercise of patronage that the task of 
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staffing, promoting, transferring and organising the entire . publi~ 
service has been handed over to a statutory body responstbl: ~ 
Parliament alone for the performance of its functions and enttre Y 
outside the control· of th<c Ministers. This would seem to be the 
position of the Public Service Board in Australia. 

It may not be possible perhaps to go to the saiT)e· extent in this 
country at the present time in view of the extensive staff employed 

. and the vast distances at which it works, but avoidance of patronage 
and the adoption of all measures to prevent its occurrence must 
always be borne in mind. ·Patronage in effect means giving some
thing to· somebody, which is not rightfully his or which cannot be 
~aid to be rightfully his until the claims of others have been consi
dered, because he bears a special relationship of some kind or other 
to the person dispensing the gift. It is thus doubly cursed; not only 
i~i4~J>atr«•H_I!ro;~<!-~~ca"lll3e_()~ the injustice he -~~e.". ?~t_!~e _rece\ye~ 
-of__patronage .is also_ c_ursed _beca\js~ ~D:~~gi.J1ito bel~e,~e. t~at _:vhat 
is necessary for advancement is not work or merit but relationship 
o~ c~~1:act. -Th";;· f~ame. of ~nd.-ha"S--an.ext~emely d~leterious" effect 
.;,;.-a-public servant. It also affects detrimentally society generally, 
for examples of this nature tend to draw people away from legiti
mate duty towards effort to obtain contacts and influence. That this 
frame of mind has already many adherents is clear from the accounts 
one hears of the behaviour of some young officers and senior stu
-dents in many parts of the country. The importance attached by 
many people to having a "god-father" is some measure of the 
~trength of this feeling. ·Many who have had recent experience will· 
bear out that this account is not overcoloured. It would sometime 
seem that all merit resides in members of a particular community 
when the Minister i? charge of a department happens to belon to 
that community. g 

If a democracy 'is to function well, government servant . t 
b l ·t· 1 d f f ~ · ~us . e non-po 1 tc~ an ree rom part:y_R_[§!s or allegi~!.lc~~- One of the 
worst dtsservtces any political party could do the ~ t a· 

. . . conn ry waul be to destroy th1s non-pohtJcal attitude on the pa
1
-t f 

. o government servants. Whtchever the government in power g 
. , overnment's Work contmues. l!-'!-. gov~nment servant becomes a part' . h · · 

h d th t k · h----h · --~- .-·- -~- tsan, nett er can e Q ____ ~ war wtt t e tmpartJafity ess t' -1 · · · •< ......... . 
:- --:--------:- . en Ia , nor can the_poh-

tJCal party m power. If 1t beloiJ,g_s_~amp opp d t h' · 
him in the di§charge of his duties. One_ e -th.;'_b_t"a~-5 ()_Sfe -j:-)~·- tr~st 

. . ----- -. o po 'tiC,<! UliiJ'tl-
~an~hlp attaches~!~e~-~ervant~:..._SO~(>_J<:>_rm ~f the 
spOils system IS .I.~~.Y!.1;e.bl~ Countnes in which - th

1
·
5 
~-~---1--·-h·" sys em as 
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~prevailed, have realised the· evils that followed from it and having 
modified its worst excesses, are now attempting to get rid of it com

: pletely. We, who have been in a favoured position in this respect, 
. should not allow our system to deteriorate. 

This point is of special importance at the present time when an 
·election is in the offing. To some of the men in power the tempta
. tion is great to use the influence of government servants, even to 
·the extent of arranging transfers of suitable instruments, to secure 
. power again, but they must realise that this very short-sighted 
· policy is bound to recoil upon them within a few years and is 
disastrous in the larger interests of the country. 

Some may feel that for the good of this country there is no room 
for anything except a single party and that accordingly it is per
fectly justifiable to use government servants to secure the success 

·of that party. Those who think in this strain, however, patriotic 
they may be; do not understand or want democracy. 'l'he good 
public servant, in any case, welcomes a position in which he can 

·exercise complete impartiality and conduct his duties without lean
ing in any direction. The Prime Minister has on more than one 

-occasion declared his complete agreement with the view that 
elections must be free and fair and that no attempt must be made 

. by government servants to influence votes by their actions, either 
·by direct canvassing or by doing favours or disfavours to produce 
·the· necessary results. It. would, however, seem that this position 
is not quite clearly understood in some areas and that there is 
•cOnsiderable danger of pressure being ·put on government servants, 
more especially, where splint~r groups predominate. No categori
•cal· remedy is possible for this state of affairs. A joint declaration 
·by all leaders of parties for swearing any attempt to use government 
.servants· or the· influenc.; of government servants would probably 
be useful. ? 

It is related of a certain Collector that a· member of a 1 a1 
.L '1 oc eg1s ature appeared before him and made a request. The Collector 
said he would let him have an answer· after two days T d . . wo ays 
later, he explamed to· the M.L.A. very politely why h' t . . · 1s reques 
could not be accepted, and how, 1f 1t was, various other people 
would _be detrimentally affected. The M.L.A. with equal politeness 

.asked 1f he could use h1s telephone. Permission being given, he 
·phoned up the Minister and said that he had made this request and 
:had been given this answer, that he was naturally very disappointed 
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and trusted the Minister would take necessary action. He then hande<i' 
over the telephone to the Collector saying the Minister wished tc:>' 
sDeak to him. The Minister said he knew the facts of the case .and 
d-esired that what the M.L.A. asked should be done. The Collector 
hesitated, suggested sending him the papers 'for consideration ·and: 
attempted to argue. The Minister was adamant and ended the con:
~ersation by saying "Well you know my views. 'You can do what I 
want or ............... ". The <:;ollecto; in this case decided to do what 
the Minister wanted and pass.ed ordets ·accordingly. The story came· 
out through the M.L.A. who used it to let' his friends and constitu
~;:,ts know how Collectors should be dealt with. 

This is a blatant instance of undue influence by a Legislator. 
There is no doubt that a good deal of this· kind of thing prevails,. 
either in this very open form or more subtly. ·Circulars are is'sued 
in some provinces calling upon o-fficials not to be influenced at all 
by requests in individual cases from Legi~lators. At the same time,. 
the officer knows that thE! Minister, except in a very few instances, 
is no_t at all likely to be· happy· if promi!'ent supporters are.· di-s
pleased. Consequently, even when an exceptionally conscientious· 
man deals with everything exactly on merits and refuses to alloW' 
hhnself to be influenced at all, he often does ·so knowing that any-
thmg may happen. He may continue without the least disturbance· 
or 1t may speed1ly be found that his abilities could be better. em
ployed elsewhere. '!:his is indeed a very grave· ev1·1 It · 1 t· r · . Is preva en · 
to a esser or. greater degree in most parts of the country, the· 
degree depending upon the outlook of the Ministers and the n mber: 
of conscientious officers available. u 

From the influencability of Ministers ther · . · 
danger that of the "slick" offi h e follows another • 1cer w o attempts t · . · . 
with the Legislator by doing h' f 0 mgrabate himself-

liD avours and ant' · f h' in order to use him that is 111-s 1-nfl · . ICipa mg IS WisheS 
• ' uence With th M' · 

own advancement. Of such too, .in man . e Imstry, for his 
!ackmg. Y places, examples are not. 

E>e only real remedy for this state of ff . . . · . 
~~~-e.o~ th_e f;el,li~l."!!l!!z...fhe sense of i-es ~ a:r~ _hes in,.!~l1;_\_~g. tl:_le 
and the character of the office7- The flrsi t~lbll_:l:y of thEL_Minisl_~ 
on_the_s".le>'tl.Q!l . .of candidat_ es by the•-. -~1 . . .Q__;lgam really depend-- ---------- . e po lbcal ~,-~ .. --
these candidates that the Legi~i;;t,;~~ wlll b; par_les,for It is from 
Legislators the Ministers will be ch I e~ected and from the· 

· osen tis th · utmost importance that men of ch t · • erefore, of the 
arac er, · capable of disintereste~ 
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approach to problems and of deciding matters on merits even against 
themselves should be selected as candidates. It is true that such 
men are not often prominent in political life: Th-;y-are- to be found 
;,;,_o~!i"-th~follo~ers ra1Iier-tharnJfi.-Teade;.s. but the future of the 
country depends on how latge a proportion of our new M.L.As. and 
M.Ps. ·belong to this class. · It is for the Parliamentary Boards to 
make a real effort to select.· as far as possible, only sue" people . 

. To such of the officers as have imbibed fully the old tradition of 
impartial service, decision· on merits comes naturally. Some of· 
the"se, however, have since learnt to be courtiers. Among· officers 
recently promoted to higher positions of responsibility, apprehen-• 
sian of results and expectation of favours are often decisive. Re~ 

cruits to the youngest service seem to have acquired more of the· 
tradition. of the· old service. In this matter, however, the responsi
bility finally rests upon the Ministry. A Government will in the 
long run get the servants it deserves, though the inculc~tion of high. 
standards of behaviour among govermpent servants, more espe
cially the juniors by the seniors, may help to preserve healthy 
traditions and make degeneration less easy for quite a long time. 

Nothing perhaps tends to bring a Government or party' so com-· 
p_!~tgJ:y~jl}tO ~"Zii·~~~p~te~~~ -the _f~elipg-.:i_h-..t_tli_~ :·· s!"r[ngs~~~~ being 
pulled ~--VI~aJ thy _ _inieE~S~S. ... ~nd !!Jat __ Mini~tgE~ .. ~~c:!.J~ ~.d_er:sJH)S_~ u.re 
an<LmQ.\!1.h.-according as they are played upon by their masters .. 
D~ngerous as the association of politics with wealth is at any time, 
it becomes particularly . dangerous when wealth takes the form of 
large industrial and speculative interests and the necessities of the 
time involve a great deal of interference by Government in commerce 
and industry. ·The intelligent public dreads this close association, 
because it knows well that, however, noble Government's declara
tions may be, in the end these interests will use it as they desire. 
From .this there devolves a very special responsibility on Ministers. 
Their conduct must be such as to· give no room for any feeling that 
any special interest is likely to have an undue inft uence over them. 
However close friendship with such interests may have been before 
acceptance of office; circumstances necessitate . extremely correct 
behaviour thereafter. Thus no question should arise of being the 
guests of, or living in the houses of, individuals representing such 
interests. This should be the rule even as· regards thoroughly 
respectable individuals. Very much more so should this be the case 
when the persons concerned are generally reputed to behave in an 
anti-social manner. In the state of our laws it may not be possible 
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to hang influegtlal black-mar~!_e~_s __ <m9._.il;ll':g_\7!'g~J:§_jrol_!l !):t~_larnP 
_ po~ts, but·-~t_ is -~.;rtai!lly :~it!:!_~_ e:y<e''X_l\1:ini~te_t:'~~ap~(!ity_ r1ot_ ~o 
. consUlt them, to show them no favours, to avoici_I:>i!YJ!lg__social con
·. tact-~iij!.th;m_,_to-;:efu~e t~--make speeches--;;:tgatherings where tliey 
· t~k;~· l~ading part or t? accept purses from them. 

It is not unusual to find in the Central Capital and. elsewhere 
:public servants being entertained by individuals or firms who have, 
have had, or are likely to have, requests to make to them. There 

. is no special reason why such entertainment should be accepted. 
While it may not result in corruption, it is likely to induce a frame 

· of mind favourabie to the acceptance of the requests made. Such 
entertainment invariably causes talk and it is desirable that Gov

. ernment shpuld. set its face firmly against it . 

. A word needs to be said about the tours of officers and MiU:isters. 
·These can on occasions cause considerable demoralisation and 
<;. corruption:-

"Ministers should be the first to set an example in this 
matter. We ·are told that, in the past, on occasion their 
visits to the headquarters of a district have thrown a 
considerable additional burden on the Taluqdar, as they 
sometimes travel without making their own • arrange
ments and rely on the 'I:aluqdar to provide all supplies. 
The practice of touring without payment needs firm 
checking at all levels, and we .trust Government will 
make offenders _realise that it will not do to disobey · 
1ts orders on th1s pomt. Honest service can hardl be 
expected from subordinates if they are called up! to 
spend large sums for the entertainment of th · · . . e1r supe-
nors on tour. In such cases, they have no recourse but 
to fall back on assistance from the rich or levy t -
b t . conn-

u wn on the poor. The rich man will not l 
h t pay un ess 

e ge s some return, and the poor except unde d " 
( 96 ' r uress. page , Chapter XIV, Hyderabad Economy C . 
Report). omm1ttee 



CHAPTER V 

MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING 

OccASIONALLY, some responsible people, with almost a wistful air, 
wish that there had been a violent end to the British period. A 
clean break, they think, wol!ld have enabled them to build up a 
fresh edifice without being cluttered up with the vestiges of the past. 
"They are prepared to agree that much that is valuable would have 
'been' lost in the process but on the credit side they account the fact 
that there would have been no services to deal with. The services 
:are to them a great source of irritation. It must be made clear that 
the number of such people is not large. The majority hold that the 
·services form a useful instrument which has done its work adequately 
:and is quite capable of doing even better work in future for the wel
fare of the State. Yet aithough' the intellect admits this, past memory 
rebels against it. Whence arise incidents like that of the Congress 
Economic Committee Bulletin ascribing to civil servants· all the mis
fortunes of the present time or the occasional abuse of civil servants 
·generally or by name in legislatures. To one not fully acquainted 
with the Indian background, mer!;' especially the recent past, it may 
seem surprising, if not almost incredible, that tbe problem of psycho
logical maladjustment between the different components of adminis
tration-the minist.ers, legislators and administrators-has become 
really acute after, and not before, the end· of British rule and that 
today, a little over four years after the transfer of power, this malad
justment remains one of the biggest obstacles to good administration. 
,Nevertheless the· statement is true. The only qualification it may 
need is that this mal-adjustment is a short-term problem. There is 
no reason to believe, more especially provided there is a reasonable 
.approach on all sides, that it will continue for long a major problem. 

During the latter part of the British rule there existed 'too a mal
:adjustment. Then it was between the rulers~ including perhaps some 
·of the senior elements in the services, and the ruled. This mal
.adjustment lay in want of accord in objectives, manner of thinking, 
and approach to problems and played a considerable part in bringing 
about the end of British rule. It gave rise to a political problem. 
"The present maladjustment is not political. With independence, the 

27 
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Political proble[Il disappeared but the remnants of political malad-
. · to an justment have, in conjunction with other factors, gtven nse 

important problem in administration. Some· such problem was, of 
course, always to be expected in the cir~umstances attendant on t~: 
transfer of power. Perhaps, however, it would not have assumed It 
present importance if simultaneously· .with the trans~er: ~~e.re had. 
not been a somewhat changed conception of the respons1bthties and 
aims of Government. Our ideal is now a .. Welfare State and we are . 
inclined to judge our instruments according to their fitness for the 
performance of the tasks that must inevitably follow from a Welfare 
State, however distant in actual approach the realisation of that State· 
may be. (The real point is that today, on the whole, the admiriistra-

' tive set-up seems to have become less hqmogenous than in the past 
and there seem to be more and not less occasions for frictiDIJ· 
Recognising always that this can only be transitory, we must still 
attempt to understand the situation if we are to limit its duration. 
Such limitation is, of course, most necessary in the interests of th€'· 
country. While it i.s not unusual in many parts of the country to· 
hem: in private enthusiastic appreciation of the work of individual 
ministers by government servants and of the work of individual 
government servants by ministers, it would be idle to deny that 
though working together for a common end, there is still generallY 
speaking a feeling of separateness in the minds of both sections of 
public servants. Not all Ministers have become accustomed to regard' 

. the machine as part of themselves. They still lo~ upon it as some-
thing outside. They may be responsible constit tionally for it but. 
they do not feel that it belongs to them. · 

It m~st be recognised that it takes a magnanimous mind to forget 
that while 1t and 1ts class was suffering deprivation of freedom and 
intense privation, the servants who now take their orders from its 
members and cal.l them Sir, were living comparatively luxurious 
lives lll the serVICe of those whom it regarded as t'ts J 

. . oppressers. 
Magnamm1ty unfortunately is not a very common qualit lth h 
·t h ld b · d th t · · y, a oug 1 s ou e recogniSe a 1t IS more often among th d ,, 

l ·t· · th t . e secon ran"' 
of po 1 !Clans a th1s feeling of difference persists than among the 
first. To th1s cause of separateness which lies in past history must be 
added what may be termed the professional reason. In the Minister 

i this often takes the form of want of experience · th t 
f f . . , m e governmen servant o want o adaptab1hty. The best of Mm' · t · fil . h 

. . . ts ers 1s led wlt 
a burnmg zeal.. He W1shes to alter things, to make them different,. 
he wants to bU!ld nearer to his heart's desire. The best of civiL 
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:servants performs his duty zealously. He must point'.out' the snags 
in the Minister's policy. He must give advic~ according to his lights. 

·.He must suggest consideration and examination. It is scarcely 
·surprising that in the circumstances a certain amount of friction 
.arises, more especially, when either one or the other or. both do not 
belong to the category which may be termed the best. Then it is that 
want of experience begins to be' termed ignorance by the one and the 
;absence_ of !l~~ptabil!~XLwooden!'ess bliiie olh-~r. -------------- · 

. As if 'this was not enough, we have in most States social differ
-ences.. The--standards and ways of living of the Minister differ in 
-va~ying de~ from that of. the high official. The point is not that 
-either is better but that they are different and men who live different-
ly are often: inclined to think differently. So_cial contacts between 
·the classes as a whole are limited indeed, though between certain 
:individuals they may be quite frequent. 

Another complication .,;,.hich makes things extremely difficult in 
some olaces is the desire of every one to have a place in the sun. The . 
legisl~tor feels that it is not "enough that the Minister who has been 
-chosen from amongst his ranks should exercise power. He too must 
"have his share. The influential party man outside the legislatur,; 
·is not content that the Minister should have power and the legislator 
influence. He feels that he too took part in the struggle and has 
a great deal to contribute to the actual running of the country. It 

·is unfortunately true that not very many legislators or party men 
have devoted themselves to 'their real task of educating the masses, 
, attempting to guide them in the right direction,_ explaining to the~ 
<:;overriment's difficulties, the policies .it is pursuing and their part 
in making successful of those policies. The continuous trans
mission of ideas ·from the Government to the electorate, the keeping 
in touch with the constituency which is so important to the legislator 

.and the influential party man in other countries, does not seem to 
occupy much of the time of their co-ev}fs here. Even the reading of 
letters from constituents seems .a burden to some. The official has 

. always been accustomed to a direct chain of responsibility. It is hls 
nature to be accountable to those Pl.lt by law above him. When he 
finds that in addition to those legal authorities he must also hold him-

. self accountable in greater or lesser degree to the legislators from 
his constituency, to the influential party man in his district, he is 
inclined to get nettled and disheartened. If he is a conscientious· 

·man, he struggles to maintain the constitutional position. If he is. 
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t g and the l\ilinistry is forbearing he succeeds: If he is weak~ 
s ron . . h ccumbs 
h bs but after a time. If he is not consc1entwus, e su . 

e succum b th local 
quickly. and begins to be guided more and more . Y e 

. dignitaries to the detriment often of justice and fa1r-~lay. Inn an~ 
case, conscientious or otherwise, strong or weak, there IS a feel! g 
resentment left in his mind. 

As against these tendencies that cause separateness, one very· 
important factor makes for unity of feeling. Events and time have· 

· h · sense the· dealt with those amongst the serv1ces w o were m some . 
· · Th hedls-political opponents of the present. Government. ey av 

· h 1 t' 1 "Y"'• g" and the appeared. Those· who remam are t e re a !Ve Y rrn 
formative -ideology of their youth was very much the same as that 
oi the politician. Consequently on general principles and aims ther~ 
is no essential difference between the two. An analogy from anothe 
country may explain the position better. One of the principal 
reasons, for the inability of a really socialist government to operate· 
in England without a revolution was, according to so acute . an: 
observer as Prof. Laski, that the higher civil servants, brought up III

the old tradition of great respect for ·private property, would not 
allow socialist doctrine to be worked out in' practice. What Prof. 

· Laski failed to realise was that by the time a socialist government 
came into power, socialist ideology had exercised considerable. 
influence on the younger generation and had sufficiently modified its· 
values, so that ir found nothing tremendously revolutionary or 
abhorrent in the socialist view of property. A change of a similar 
nature in ]!olitical ideology had permeated the mind of the educates.i 
Indian during at least a g:iiarl:er 6La.s~;,.j~ry,_s_;thatth~-~-;;cession 
to powel'_Qftheir own countrymen m~L'!n enthusiasti~~Ptl;;-~frorn 
tQ_~_i_o;e_£n,rnentsR"vant5 who-rema_~~<i~u;ctam:~;rt~lly: ili~e. 
there is no divergiirice:-Hence there is good reason to think that the· -prese!l!_ maladjustment is essentially a s!lor_t:J:.e~~-Jl~oblern,. 

From the point of view of the public interest, however, it is· 
serious enough to necessitate . further analysis of the relationship· 
between the Minister and the government servant, for from such 
analysis only can remedies be suggested. 

J..ack- ~'!_~rsta~g. generally speaking, of their respective 
roles io;.perhaps the_'!lost fe~~ile_c1!1l~Qtfriction_arutmisunderstand· 

. i!l.& In a Parliamentary system of government of the -B~ltish tyPe·. 
there is a place for the Minister, a place for the Secretary a place· 
for the Head of a Department and a place for the Executiv~ Officer •. 
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Everyone of them is essential and everyone has his proper part to. 
play. The Minister's functions, for instance, are the formulation of· 
policy and the superintendence of its implementation. The first he
discharges along with his colleagues and with the help of his. 
Secretary. The bulk of the second he delegates to the Secretary 
and to the Head of the Department, keeping an over-seeing eye on, 
the whole position. The Secretary's task is to help in the formula-. 
tion of policy, to formulate "subsidiary" policy and. to assist· the .. 
Minister in superintendence and implementation. The exact impli-. 
cations of this divisi?n of labour will be _dealt with later. Here it 
suffices to emphasise that -~t will~on~_ll.<:_e_.~:reatly_.!_o __ ~h'C_ eflj_<:iency · 
and despatch of public busines~a.!l.<!.!.h<=.J".st!lbljshment of. co~~lgl· 
reTafiOriii "if all con-cernedunderstancJ_j;h_ei.!' .. r.<;sPeGtiye __ sp_heres ap.d: 
refriiln-rrom-en:croacnment· on thos!!Jlli'-Llegitimately _li_e_ with~ the . 
duty of others:-·--------· ------------· ---__ . --· -· -· --··--

Another not infrequent reason for discouragement on. the part of· 
the government servant is the dictatorial attitude adopted by some· 
Ministers. Thus for instance, a minister. will sometimes invite an 
order on a carefully worked out proposal in the simple words "I 
don't agree". He will give no indication of his reasons for disagree-. 
ment: In fact it would seem as if he regarded the previous noting. 
as a piece of insolence which should not have appeared on the file. 
Again, occasionally, arbitrary decisions are not unknown. If on 
similar facts in two or more cases the decisions are different. work 
becomes difficult for a conscientious government servant. He does. 
not quite know where he stands. Similarly, decisions based on 
interest rather than on merit are likely to contribute to strained· 
relations. In the present ci~cumstances, the advanta_g':' .. i'LP_oin.j;__gf 
~'Y)e_?g~E!.i. exper.!_en'=.~_Be_llerally speakin_g~ik~.!Y..J.o_!JE:' Q!Uh.e . 
side of the official. This too. is apt to create awkwardness as it some
_tim~o.J.eid~-t~~a~ feeling _t!111t _the o!:fi~ia!_i§_JiclQP!ill:_g __ an a ttit;:;cte;;f 
~periori_l!. - --- ____ .. 

As regards government servants, intellectual arrogance has of 
course, always been the besetting sin of their highest ranks. In' the 
circumstances of the present time, a very special duty rests upon 
such of them as are inclined to be occasionally affected by it to avoid 
it altogether. In this sin perhaps is the origin of the habit formed 
by. some government servants of comment in social conversation 
upon the abilities and idiosyncrasies of ministers. This seems to. 
have attracted unfavourable comment in ministerial circles in many-
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J>arts of the country. Freedom 'of private conversation is, of _course, 
.always desirable, nor was conversation of such a nature. al_togeth~: 
unusual ill the past, but since the effect of . 1ts transm1SS1on ha 
-obviously some not altogether desirable repercussions, there shoul_d 

· be n~ difficulty in avoiding it, more especially, w~en no purpose lS 
·served by such discussion in social circles. 

It is ·also a habit with some government servants to ·criticise in 
·their social moments in the hearing of outsiders, the policies of Gov
·ernment with which they disagree. Now the proper forum for the 
·expression of opinions about a policy is at the stage of giving advice 
to the .minister before its formulation. Then an officer has a perfect 
right to say quite frankly "what he feels about it. Once, however, 
·the policy has been accepted after due deliberation and has become·. 
the policy of Government, criticism by a government servant outside 
the range of his official duties, is likely to be misunderstood and must 

·be avoided. 

Another reason sometimes given for the absence of warmth and 
·cordiality between some Ministers and some government servants is 
what is termed the unresponsiveness .of some government servants . 

. It is said that they behave with the same formalism as in the past 
.and that they do not seem to feel with a real sense of urgency the 
need of the great change that must take place in the life of -the 
country. The observance of due formality is by no means a bad 
thing for persons occupying public positions. What is really essential 
i~ that an .. of'fi=-shonld treat e~Exbo~~ith compl~t~--~'?)lrt~sy; be 
prepared to listen patiently to suggestions . arid cooperate whole
heartedly in carrying out such as in his judgment appear to be for 
the public weal. It is of course obvious that there is no room in 

.-·modern administration for an attitude 'of aloof superiority. The first 
d\ltY of!he governm~nt ~er:Ya!lt is fll)_l_~<!!!~.Ptance of the factthat he 
_is__t.l:'._e_servant_of the !l~~l!~cthat the vublic i,;-i;;:-ave~y- re~C~~~~e 
-~~s_::'a~ter_and that he o~ly existsfor-thej:mrpose-ofserving 'ii;·t~ue 
mterests. The addition of zeal to efficiency is accordingly , most 
de~Ira~le, but where responsiveness involves hopeful elation and 
enthusiasm. the official by his very nature and training, cannot but. 
~e some_what backward .. Smce this is a point frequently raised, it is 
.rnterestmg to see what S1r Edward Bridges has to. b t 't · , oay a OU I :-

' "A civil. servant's life makes him above all 
1
. t H .

5 . , a rea 1s • e 1 
less easily elated, less readily discouraged than most men 
by ~veryday happenings. Outwardly he may ar 
cymcal or disillusioned, and perhaps to be disi:~r:ed 
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to put up a fight for things which excite others. But that 
is because he has learnt by experience that the Walls 
of Jericho do not nowadays fall fiat even after seven 
circumambulations to the sound of the trumpet, and that 
many of the results which he wants to see come about in 
the most unexpected of ways-Once the crust of 
apparent disillusion is pierced, you will find a man who 
feels with the fiercest intensity for those things which 
he has learnt to cherish-those things, that is to say, 
which a lifetime of experience has impressed upon him 
as matters which are of vital concern for the continued 
well-being of the community". 

From all that has been said it is clear that the problem ot.!ll~J.: 
a.ili_t!stm~nLJs._Qlle oLI!li~uncl.erstanding rather than of any real 
difference of opinion as to aims and objectives. There is very consi
derabi'e- ne~d f~r the best minds on both sides to come closer together. 
It may well be that if they do, separateness will disappear and in its 
place will be engendered feelings of the deepest cordiality. 

One thing which would aid very largely in this matter would be 
a clearer understanding of the position of ministerial responsibility. 
The constitutional responsibility of ministers to parliament and the 
public covers every action of their subordinates, whether done with 
their specific authority or by delegation, expressed or implied. 
Accordingly in the legislatures of several other countries, it is the 
custom never to mention as responsible subordinate officials or even 
a whole department. It is the minister who is responsible. He takes 
the praise for that which is well done; and the blame for that which 
is ill done is his. So far as re~nsibility goes, the minister is the ·- - ----- ~-

department. Il_1;here havU;>~eQJJ!ist:;t}l:~E_.Q!:_mii.l~fide practices,_i_t_ is 
for him to take action against the officers. They are not to be expos-
ed to attacksln--th~ legislature or elsewner~.- -· - -- -

- . - -

The acceptance of this_£Qnye_11tion would be of great value in the 
circumstances of this country, where in some legislatures the unedi
fying spectacle is not uncommon of officers being black-guarded by 
name by legislators with ministers either listening unmoved or 
putting up occasional not too enthusiastic protests. So, too, the 
attacks on government servants by organs of the political party in 
power serve no useful purpose. All that they do is to dishearten 
government s~ry:;tnts .. an_d_make themiose confiden~e in their masters. 

There should be no need in a well-constituted State for the certificate 
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which the Prime Minister or other member of the Cabinet feels com
pelled to give from time to time to the good work of government 
servants as a rebuff to the allegations made against them by members 
of their own party. 

All concerned-ministers, !egislators and the people-must recog
nise that there is no way of doing without the government servant. 
He is essential and has to stay. Without him the work of government 
cannot be done. . Consequently, it is in the interests of all concerned 
that he should have confidence in, and be encouraged to work for 
the benefit of, his employer, the State. 

A..§uggestion has sometimes been made that it would perhaps be 
~'*e!....t~_.EJ>POulLiQ_senJoLI!Q~ts -~~- the gove:nment_~:_r~i<:~·g• 
Secretary to Government, Collector etc., p__llpgc __ . II1E!!l:• that 15, 
politicians of sta!lding in place of the permanent servants holding 
those appointments now. The view urged is that since the rousing 
of enthusiasm is likely to be a valuable factor in the work of govern
ment in future, public men would be in a better position to fulfil 
that function than permanent servants; also they being of the same 
class as members of the Government, the homogeneity of the system 
would be increased. Responsible opinion seemed to be almost unani-

. mously ·against this proposal. It was pointed out that experiern:e 
. ~ essential part of administration a,nd that public m_,n_,~o
selec::t".<!.~ol,lldnever h'!_~e_that e]<_periencE!. Such men would have to· 
be at least of the age of 45, if they were to be public men of any 
standing capable of achieving the object for which they were to be 
appomteCf:~OE".£~}h\'vere-appointe~ tgey_~ou!fLG~_a'l.~ to be public 
!"en_an~ their ca!'acity_jgrarQus_ing_e!:l!J:lusia~n:ruy()u_lc!_al~;-dlmillish. 
Very few public men would moreover like to accept ~pp-;;iO:tme-nts 
which in many cases meant hours of tedious table work with · the 
power of decision vested elsewhere. If appointed for a term, their 
stake in the work would be little and there could be very little hold 
over them. All in all, the idea seemed to most people a transition 
to the S,P.ill.ls..sy.stem, which almost everyone agreed would be fat<!l 
to good administratiq_n. 

Since then it seems fairly clear that the overwhelming weight 
of opinion regards public service as a proper life career; senior gov
ernment servants have a very special duty to discharge. They must 
see that when they pass on the torch to their successors, they have 
made certain that they will be able to hold it aloft at least as high 
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and carry it at least as speedily as they did themselves. Inheritors; 
of the I.C.S. tradition will recollect the trouble and pains their· 
seniors, though of another race and country, took to train them iru 
their earlier years. It is true that theirs is a dying race, but in the
new administrative service they have their legitimate successors and 
it is but proper that wherever. they may be, whether in the Centrai. 
or Provincial capitals or in the mofussil, they should devote, even at. 
considerable inconvenience, time and energy, officially and socially, 
to transmit to the young men who are to follow them all those ideas: 
of right, fair dealing, sound behaviour, thorough work, independent 
thinking and impartiality without which in its servants no State can. 
flourish and no service discharge its responsibilities as it should. So, 
too, senior officers of every kind must regard it as one of t_heir normaE 
functions to fit their successors to. take their places. 



CHAPTER VI 

REFORM AND REORGANISATION 

lN the last de_c~de, hardly ever have two years passed · without 
some report becoming available at_ the Centre or in .. the Provinces 
on the subject_ of. ~il).~tra1ive_reQr_gani$at_i_on_ap.Q. __ re~m•p.,_ These . 
rep_oi:ts .. h:J.v~_ de:J.lt __ y.citlu:'l:J.tt.!'rs ~_<:h-_!I~Jhe~.str.uctur.aL!mprovement 
of th~ ad_minjst):ativf_mac.bip.e,_ III.~r:e __ elflci~n_t_m_e.th.odLQt pe~:sonJ!.el 
~~,;:;;_gef!lent~n_Q._\:>e_tti'Lan_d qll!!:ker Vl'aY~ ~f pp_e_!_ation, To mention 
ocly- a few of the most recent, there is the Bengal Administration 

/Enquiry Committee Report, 1944-45, th_; Government of India Officer 
/Shortage Committee Report of 1947, the Government of India Re

·organisation of Machinery of Government Report of 1949 and the 
/liyderabad Economy Committee Report of 1950. All these reports 

·contain valuable recommendations regarding the action to- be taken. 
·They tell us what to do and what they tell us to do is for the most 
part worth doing. The broad trends of reforms recommended are 
generally similar, with-a few exceptions, sometimes but not always 
relatable to local conditions. Broadly speaking then, it would appear 
that what has to be done is known· and in ·some cases has been begun 
but the general defect is th'!t action_gver th~_whqle fie1\il!!llLnoJ_he~t!
t_!!ken~~~uecL.with vigour aruLde1~Imination. The will and 
di~on which mu.jo_e_"trm>g_l'I_I()\l~ll-~~<'!_ clear enough when gC?V· 
·e~entacc_epts.a re£ort.Jllld.resolyg_~.!.<?_ imPl.emei:rt--ifseein with the 
pa:~~g~ __ of time _t~g~~ene_Q,__Qbscured·l\;;-d· dis;lp_gte_d. --Th~~ the 
Bengal Committee Report pathetically points out that the replieS 
received to their enquiry as to the fate that had overtaken the reports 
·of the Committees which had preceded them during the last 20 years 

- showed "that the deliberations of our predecessors have had iittle 
influence on the course of events. In one of the replies .sent to us 
relating to a Committee which reported some five years ago, it was · 
·stated that one of Its recommendations was receiving the attention 
·of government and that another was under the earnest consideration 
•of government. It is a sad commentary on governmental methods 
'Of work that five years should elapse before a firm d · · · · k n . . eCISIOn IS ta e 
()he way or the other on the recommendations of a Committee". 

36 
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The Bengal Committee thought that in order to get the· recom
mendations . of a Committee implemented there should be ac 
special authority in charge. But reforms are not implemented,-much 
less originated and pursued, merely because an authority has been 
formally designated for the purpose. The· tendency of all organisa
tions is to. continue on the lines on which they are rather than t<> 
alter direction. Change always has to overcome a great deal of 

, inertia .. Having regard to past history, what seems necessary is not· 
so. much to think out novel proposals as to ensure that the impulse -
to reform and reorganise--which .must be personal· in the last 
analysis-exists ·and will continue to be transmitted not only through 
the machinery of the- Central Government but through the co
ordinated machinery of governments throughout the ~ountry. · This 
is particularly necessary because of the acuteness of the short-term 

·administrative problem; its co-existence over the whole of India and 
the impracticability of dealing with certain of its more important 
aspects on other than an all-India basis. 

!9-~t-fall in...adm.inistx:a.tiYe.~ffl.~jency_!Jl~.J:>e_..l'P.!!lPan~At<l_!he 
~llprt~JnJo_QJ;i. . It is a problem of similar gravity, dimension and 
public import. Accordingly, it can_E.Q.Ll>~ _5\JC:C~s_sfully __ dealt_ yejth. 
unless, as ought to be with t~roblem of food, ther.,_!E___~e,;tral 
i-;,t~~~ntion drive and coordination. The States must come into 
l"iocn.::e;:.w;:.;:.it00h"-the&;;tr-e-by-p~r-s-u-;;:;-io-n-, if possible, by pressure, other-
wise. - The drive· and the pressure: the coordination and the 
persuasion must obviously emanate at the highest level, and unless 
it ismade the whole-time business of one, or more than one at that 
level to tackle the· shorHerm problem, there is little hop'e of its 
successful solution. · The person or persons called to take on this 
du-ty shouid remain unburdened with routine. (At the Centre, there v 

should be assigned for this purpose a Minister Without Portfolio and· 
_.a Secretary without a Department, the Minister an Elder Statesman 

notable for integrity and with weight in his own party and the 
Secretary a ·very senior· officer commanding the respect of the 
Services. In these two--would be combined the . wisdom, experience 

-and authority of both the political and the administrative fields. 
Unencumbered by files and day-to-day work arid without. any office 
except purely personal secretarial staff, they would be able to devote 
full attention to the problems that really matter.) · 

This Board of two would generate the drive and dire~tion..needed 
for 'constant adaptation of Cen~E~;~l and States Governments to such 

. ------ . -------------------·-~-- --· 
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t 1 forms administrative methods, etc. as have been designe 
struc ura -~'· ----- ffi · It would alsP 
f---b :-n·g,·n--g about greater administrative e Clency. -~ 
or n d r · Further 
nsure realistic correlation between p_e_!:~onnel~E.__!'o ·'"-'-~s. d' g 

:t ould treat personnel on an all-India basis and allot it accor m 
1 w · · t · nstant 
to policy priorities and regional needs. It ~~~~d -~~~ .. a-~-co-~ f 

· il dina intearit" aruL.wauld assist in the_removSil_o. v1g anc~11.!:_ =<>-- - .,... .,_ • • • • • h 
~derstanding P._etweeJ:!_j;he_p_olltJ.Cal.ai)._d ad!fim1~ratlv~_sp e!~~· 
It~ouldto;,;·f~irly vigor<msly over the country, talk to respons1bl: 

eople confidentially and on equal terms and in addition to its specl
~c functions mentioned above, always be willing to use its good 
'Offices to assist in the solution of any administrative problem that 
might arise. The counterpart of this Board in the States would be 
the Chief Minister and the Chief Secretary. The Chief SecretarY 
would have to be a carefully selected officer and to be relieved of 
·many routine duties. For Part B States wh1ere there .is a Regional 
·Commissioner, it would perhaps be desirable to use him for this work 
instead of the Chief Secretary. There has already been considerable 
discussion in previous chapters about most of the functions that it iS 
suggested should fall to the Board. The rest of this chapter deals 
with certain broad and illustrative matters which must be the sub
ject of administrative reform. 

It is usual to refer to the administrative "machine". This is 
correct in so far as it consists of distinct parts which together make a 
whole. To the extent that each part functions efficiently, the machine 
as a whole will be efficient. But the components of ad~inistration 
are human beings. Hence, unlike a machine, one part can encroach 
on another leading to considerable friction and deterioration. Assurn· 
ing that the machine of administration, composed of human beings, 
has been designed correctly, its success may be said to depend upon 
-each part, confining itself to its legitimate duties and each part per~ 
forming its legitimate duties efficiently. Where the first does not 
'happen, the problem prese!'lted is usually one of failure of organisa
tion, but where the breakdown is in respect of the second, there iS 
generally failure of method or failure of the personnel factor or of 
both. In any of these contingencies the result is inefficiency. The 
product, good administration, is not delivered at all or is forthcoming 
after considerable delay. Inevitably, its quality is impaired. 

Inefficiency, then, may result from faulty relation between two 
:units or from faulty functioning within the unit itself. M~nY 
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instances of both types of inefficiency can be given and usefully 
discussed. · A few of the more important are considered below in 
some detail. 

The trespass of one unit on another is discussed with reference 
to the relations between the Secretariat and the Executive Depart
ment, the Finance Ministry and the Administrative Mini~try, the 
Minister and the Secretary, etc. In dealing with faulty functioning 
within the unit, attention is chiefly concentrated on the gravest of 
these faults, delay, and instances are drawn from the Secretariat and 
. the districts with reference to both methods and personal factors. 

One of the best examples of an organis_ational ~efectin which one_ 
bra-~ch-~f-th~ ·;;ci~i;.,i~tratio; ;;,;[roaches on the functions-oftheother 
is furrii5ii~d EY.Jh~!atlon_ship b~~~e~;)_Jjle secretariat~.thati~, t~e. 
Mlrilstry', and the head of the department working under it. Here 
althou!ilith;-limit~-~f ;~tio~- ~!both ~~~-;;;;; . ~eif-b;own, the 
Ministry being responsible for the formulation of policy, and the 
department for its implementation, yet often so great is the anxiety 
of the Ministry to see the work carried out that it continuQ.usJ.¥ 
interferes. The result is that the head of the department is depriv.ed 
of all initiative and instead of being allowed to attend to and make 
progress with his ow~]>_,_.h~.J~P.~<i.:l._~t deal~_~ft;;::e ~,ili
mitting unnec.<:ssary reports, __ ex.!lJainin_g _ _!~~-p_6_s_i_li9!l...ill._)n.ciiv~d1l_al 
matters -to the Minisb;y and. g!".Hillgjts _orc;l~rs_QnJloints which. lie 
,·~,;~C~ithi~}i~~_wn ~w)l;;eof a':'_thorit:y, The a~tempt by a Ministry ~ 
to do the work of the head of a department mvanably ends in 
ineffi,.ciency and failure. The work is delayed, it gets .badly done, and 
when things go wrong, there is no single person who can be held 
responsible. The departmental chief and other officers lose heart l!-nd 
all that occurs is waste of ~e-'-":!en and_mate_~i,~l. eJ1di!lV~S'ls.of 
5 {i;:.;;-;[policy. -:rtwould be infinitely better to let the depart
-~entalhead dQhls own work, keeping an eye on it from a distance 
and asi<ing for periodical reports to see how things were gojng. If 
by such behaviour the Ministry won the confidence of the depart
mental head he would of his own accord bring in good time such 
difficulties in which he wanted the Ministry's assistance to it, instead 
<>f grudgingly resenting it, as he does, when continuously harassed. 
If the desire is that work should be done well, the rule should be 
·"allot it to a man, fix his authority and let him have a free hand 
within that authority. Give advice only when absolutely necessary. 
Note carefully, without interference, how the work is being done. 
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If the man is not satisfactory, change him, 
unnecessarily". 

but don't interfere 

The difficulties of some heads of departments have- bee~ inc~eased 
by' the failure of their Ministries to handle the Secretanat s1de of 
their schemes themselves. When _a matter has to go to two or three 
Ministries, it would seem to become more and more frequent _fo~ the 
Ministry in charge instead of seeing it through the Secretari~t.'ts~l~ 
to request the head of the department to go to the vadous Mmist!'les 
concerned and persuade them as .to the validity of these proposals. 
This is an encroachment from the other side, may be an- encroach
ment by request, but just as much to be avoided as the first kind of 
encroachment. A Ministry .ought to be able to deal with its fellow 
Ministries without bringing heads of departments into the discussion 
except as regards absolutely essential details; otherwise, the techni· 
~el men's time in wnstcd to hO purpose. So too the Mini~try bUght 
to b~ ublc to convh1ce lt~ own Minister and get orders from hinl 
without continuously worrying the head of the ,J<•t••rtmcnt. tt ought 
n<>t M<mally opeaPang to get him involved ht healed discussions with 
the Minister. The proper person to take· responsibility and advl•" 

the Miniatcr io tho Socr~tury. Textile control in recent yearS 
furnishes a good example of all the defects that should be avoided in 
such a relationship. 

An _in~ tance _2L~ple±g_!OnCcM_~nt_b,Lt.he Se~!:!'tari~Lo.n_J;be 
department is the a~olit_!_o~o!_ Corn_missioners- in certain areas with· 
autsullsfltutiniin- their place a Board'-;)T Re~;_;~-~~- ~i};;;-s;;;;iar 
;t.rth.~rlty.:-ItissomeHmes aq;iuei:ntiaCtb.lSis-a measur~--~i d~cen· 
tralisation. In other words, J?OWe_r__-..yhich was with the Commissioner 
is, by this abolition, passed on to the lower ~uth~rity,-th~-Collector. 
'l;'l)ueaJity of the Cqmmissfc:ine_r:'s:JlSl~r~_IJ,ciw_.,veE,_-go_i~ _ _ii~t t~ the 
C~!_l~ctor b'-!t!~hE!_higl!e_r_authorit_y, ~he_§ecr_et~!i_a,t a~d th~di~j;~,;-al 
of_ wo~k, inste_aq _oi_J?_ec:_o_m__i_ng _qt>icker_and _mo_r_e th-9-;:<>ugh--:-~i~- oft~n 
rendered _slowerand_ rnor:e __ s_urer!_icisJ_:. At a time when di~trict 
officials are so often young and inexperienced, there is much to be 
said for ~aving a body of senior officers who can not only guide thern 
on occaswn but be a strong barrier between them and the shocks 
that come. from both above and below. For work to be done efficient· 
ly, the Revenue Department, like every other department t h e 
a single head an~ a Board of Revenue. at headquarters c;n~~t~te:;.a 
body of experts m administration whos.., collective advice would be 
available to government at short notice" There have of b · , course, een 
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variations in the qualitY of Commissioners in different periods and it 
may be that one of the principal reasons that led to abolition in cer
tain States was the calibre of the individuals concerned. The recog
nition of the difference between institutions and persons is an import
ant element of administration. Persons come and go, while institu
tions. continue to. render useful service and the destruction of an 
institution because of dislike for or inability of the incumbent for the . . . 
time being is obviously not in accord with sound administrative· 

practice. 

Allothel' very important orguJ!iSational .. \!~li!~Lwhich has added 
very greatly to the difficulties of administration is to be found intlle· 
relationshiP. between the Administrative Ministries and the Finance· 
. Ministry~- There are~many-b1tter complaints. some of them peri1aps 
~ath;;~ne-sided, against what js termed the V{.()Qdg@ess a!!_dlack_qf 
discrlmlnat.~on o.f the f_in:ance. Ministry _a~_~hc __ Cc.rttr_c._ The Finance 

Minist~y, ·u;· is said, centralis~;- ;,"-itself the power of sanction, and 
even for small amounts of expenditure the administrative depart--
111M!~ have to go to the Finane~ Ministry, Quite often, after many 
references to and fro, the administrative department drops the pro
·posal, having come to the conelusiol'i that the trt>ulJll! in ~on.tinui~JS 

to refe_rjs greaJei..ihRn thc_pbject_to_be _f;erved by the expenditure. 
This does not mean that the expenditure is not worthwhile but 
merely that the referring officer is tired out. If the proposal is taken· 
to a suffiCiently high level, the expenditure is generally accepted. 
The process of taking it is often extremely burdensome. It would 
seem desiriible_to __ de'iegatecertairl.financiaT powers t~ administrative 
M:illist~i~-;; and head~_<!i 4eio.!!r_!rnen!s~_£oX__ ~ontingen.t·- expendittire 
~ithln the. b.],l_clget provisior:>,_ If the delegation ·a!r;,ady · ;,;dsts, it. 

sh~ui(f be enforced, i.e., steps should be taken to ensure that it is 
known and practised. Further, the possibility of enlarged delegation 
should be investigated. Thus, 1jministrative Ministries might 
12erhaps be allowed to sanction temporary appointments up to a 

· ce7tain Ii~i1;~J?!.y a-;d~_a perio~~f:ij_;;:~~;;;,_!h;;:and to~cti_on 
ex~nditure on !llin_or_:works.wtihin._the.~monetary . .limit._A sample· 
'cheekcoufdb; heldgncQ __ a_yg!lrJ~.!lsse~tain if. these powers had 
b~~n in -~ny w~j" a-~~e~. 

The Financial Adviser looks after the financial work that comes 
from groups of Ministries. !_? addition, there · is another Joint· 
~retary's Branch in !!l_e _ _!l~'!~-Ministr:t ~qeals with estab
lishment matters generally. When a Ministry raises an establish-
ment matter, it refers it ~first to its Financial A.dvii.~.! ··who--after· 
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exp~essing his view ~ends~ the ~_c:>~!l~i?~C:'-~t.aor:Y. dealing_ w~th t~e 
tablishment work for financial decision. That .llran.(!h, 1t IS sa1d, 

.::ite often differs from the view of the Financial A~viser. ,J.t.§e_em.s 
unnecessary to have two. financial experts to adv1se. on the sa~e 
matter. If the reference to the Finance Ministry proper is for the 
purpo-;e of obtaining coordination ·on matters of pay, allowanc_es, etc., 
surely the Finapcial Advisers could be given _!he n~~~ry InS~!uc
tions. They function on all financial points for the Ministries to 
;hich they are accredited, and could deal with this matter also, thus 
eliminating a great deal of delay. 

Preliminary selection. of officers for the Finance Ministry and their 
subsequent training are both matters of great concern. Not of course 
every Accounts Officer, any more than every Administrative· Officer, 
can be successful in the Finance Ministry. The officers speciallY 
·chosen for the finance Ministry should be selected sufficiently earlY 
in their service lives. They should have wide experience, a broad 
outlook and a fair amount of knowledge of government machinerY 
as a whole. Experience circumscribed to one particular . branch 
results in narrowness of mind. It has been suggested that it is desir
.able that such of the present incumbents of the Finance Ministry as 
have not served in any administrative ministry should be ·sent to 
ordinary administrative appointments for periods varying from two 
to three years, their places being filled from among persons holding 
those or other administrative appointments. This ought to be o:f 
:benefit to both the parties and might be tried. 

What is really needed in financial matters js control and not inter
fere"n~. What would seem to be happening is exasperating ~
ference in small matters leading to a great deal of waste of tin:lS'• 
energy and frustration~n the part of the administrative departments, 
that is, the greater part of government. This must be avoided. It 
is heartening to note that iri the States generally, relations between 
the administrative departments and fin.ance seem to be much rnore 
co~dial. This is probably due to the fact that, States Secretariates 
bemg sn_>all~r and housed in one building, contact between the 
'Secretanes 1s much greater and any matter tending to become diffi
{!ult can be discussed straightaway. So too, officers lower down are 
.likely to me~t more frequently and matters can be settled fairlY 
·easily. Even If the proposal is not sanctioned, since reasonable expla· 
nation is generally. available, there is no feeling of frustration. 
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It is sometimes stated that at the Centre it is now becoming diffi
·cult to distinguish between what is or is ·not a financial matter, for 
-~ven when there is no financial implication. Finance Department 
expresses views. This seems undesirable. 

In hardly. any_ sphere can lack of harmony destroy e_fficiency and 
render proper working so difficult as in that comprised in the 
Minister-Secretary relationship. As we have seen, the Minister is 
·the person constitutionally .responsible for both the formulation and 
the execution of policy. No Minister can, however, do all the work 
in this himself. If he attempts it, he is bound to fail. There is a 
sphere which is markedly his and there is another which belongs 
-to his principal adviser, the permanent head of the department. 

Public administration can, of course, be regarded as clerical 
·service under a· political head. In the earlier years of the growth of 
.a political system this conception is possible but as the functions of 
administration expand, it becomes extremely inadequate. What it 
means is that in effect the Minister combines in himself all know-
1edge and decision. The officials are merely the putters up of reports 
received and the takers down of his spoken word. If such a system · 
were to prevail it would be quite unnecessary to have highly quali
fied men as public servants. No man above the rank of an Assistant 
"Secretary would be necessary. This system was worked with success 
in tlie Moghul days when the Emperor received reports and issued 
orders,· the copier of his spoken words, the Chitthi Navis, passing 
them on. The cabinet system of government laid down by the Con
·stitution for India is, however, something quite different.' The 
assumption in it is that the ~inister's work is mainly political. He 
is a ~ember of a political party; the term of office of his party is 
.always subject to the will of the electorate, which must be consulted 
·after a period of years. Even if the party returns to power again and 
again it may be that the same man will v.ot hold the same portfolio 
·or even be i~ the Ministry. The Minister is thlls not permanent. He 
is also generally a layman, often either without any administrative 
-~ience at all or without experience of governmental administra
tion. Hence the need for experienced assistance of the highest 
-~ Unlike the Minister: the permanen.t civil servant is de~ely 
tJ.on-po!itical. "He serves w1th equal fidehty under governments of 
·different hue merely watching the stream of political life flow past 
:h,im without ever dipping into it except to vote". 
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Th basic feature of the system is "the association together of an: 

teeur lay political non-permanent directing body and an expert, 
ama , , , ff Th frmer 
professional, non-political, permane~t subo:d~nate ,.sta . e -o the· 

V·des the democratic el~ m admmistratlon, the latter pro 1 ent 
bureaucratic. Both are essential, one of them to make a governrn . 
popular, the other to make it efficient, and the test of a good govern
ment is its successful combination of these two qua).ities". The fi~al 

· decision is always with the Minister. He issues directions. an~. m-. 
structions and it is he .who determines policy, but in doing thiS-~~ 
must seek ·advice from his department. "Well .aware- of thei 
superiority in experience, and sometimes in ability as well, . the 
per;,anent Under Secretaries and other members of the permanent 
staff, commonly have no hesitation about putting forward their own 
suggestions, arguments and admonitions. Of course no Minister ev~r. 
acknowledges any obligation to accept and act upon the views of hiS 
subordinates, however urgently pressed. ·The last thing that he 
would surrender would be the right to make decisio;,s hiroself". Sir 
Edward Bridges puts it in another way. "It is", he· says; "a cardinal 
feature of British .administration that no attempt should be made to 
formulate a new policy in any matter without the fullest consultation 
with those who have practical experience in that field, and with those· 
who will be called upon to· carry it out". Thus is British exp"erience 
summed up. · · - · 

Now one of the most difficult things to le!!_rl}is the_ab.i.lU;yj;_q_J_~e 
advice from one's subo~tes, advice which may often go- -verY 
much against one's .own predilections, withouf resentment and witb·· 
out letting it cause prejudice against the adviser. Independent vieWS' 
will not continue to be offered if they are received with displeasure 
or sullenness. The natm:al reaction· to .this in many men will be to 
find out in advance what the Minister thinks about the particular· 
matter and to say it to him as coming from themselves. Only the 
exceptional person has his own standards and lives up to them. Most 
people are content to live down to their superior's standards. Nor iS 
it only by saying that frank advice is welcomed that it will be receiV' 
ed. If the officer feels that when following upon the invitation, he 
gives the advice, it really causes displeasure or ~ames up against a 
stone-wall, It Will not generally be offered. It is unfortunate, but so 
far as one can make out, standards in _fuis respect h~~llen coil' 
~rably througho'-:10~e countiJ:. I.!!...!!!...'ill.Y_lliaces Minister~ni!?' 
!:t:. do _not want in~epe~_slent advice; iJ_l manL_others theu_:.;i_t~1 
~ant 1t but react to 1t m such a way that it is ·quite clear that~~ 
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~':1!'· ~.':~.-'\I:_e_also of course quite a n_um~er of offic~rs who 
are_ ?.'11}'__!_~xious to· please· their __ Ministers and tell,· them· exactly 
wha~. !iJ.ex_lJJ<:_e ..to....hea:r. The soil of this country is beyond doubt 
eongenial to all that can be comprehensively summed up under the 
term "Dtirbari" and it needs a very real appreciation of responsi
bilities on the part of both the .Minister and the Secretary to combine 
that cooperation in frankness and desire to serve, which alone will 
bring forward the best fruits of this system. Says the Hyderabad 
.Economy Committee: "It should be remembered that there is no more 
fertile cause of wrong decisions than the desire of officials to please 
political chiefs in high position by 'saying what the officials think 
their chiefs would like to hear. In their own interest, accordingly; 
Ministers would be well advised to have as their advisers · men . 
.capable of independent judgment and frank expression of' views. 
'Yes-men' are easy to find and'pleasantto work with. They anticipate 
the Minister's; wishes in imy particular matter, and are only too 
happy. to assure him beforehand of the wisdom and the beneficence 
of the course he ·wishes to pursue. They lead the country through 
him into loss and danger, which may on occasion prove ruinous. It 
is only ill the clash of minds that the real merits of any matter-can 
become apparent, and a wise Minister Wnl give every opportunity to 
his senior officials, as'indeed a 'wise senior officer will to his juniors;' 
to express their views freely, however much they differ from his 
.:Jwn, in order thereby to test the validity of his own propositions and 
the possibility of their application. · The right to order belongs to 
the chief, the right to represent and to advise, so that orders are 
issued only after full consideration, is as inalienably that of the senior. 
officer; If a democratic Government is to function well, not the. least 
·Of its safeguards must be the .right of the official to speak fre_ely on 
any matter that may come before him in the course of official duty, 
without fear and without incurring the displeasure of his chief". 

. ' 

Modern cabinets in most countries reach their decisions on con
cSideration by their members of papers dealing with particular sub
jects put up by the Ministry concerned. The practice in some 
countries is for the Minister to sign the note, though of course, it is 
prepared in his Ministry and in others for the Secretary or the 
permanent head of the department to' ·sign the note, which contains 
an indication that the Minister has seen and approved it for issue. 
The proper prepar~tion of these papers is a matter of the greatest 
importance. ·They must contain ~II the facts, they must present them 
.accurately and cleariy, th,ey must state all' the arguments for and 
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ainst the particular advocated course, they must not attempt t.~· 
ag t the advantages or understress the disadvantages to SUl · 
overs ress . be· 

· finally recommended. Most important 1ssues may 
the v1ew h ·t t' b sis on 
involved and these papers are often the onl~ aut o_r1 a 1ve a .. 

h. h the members of the Cabinet must rely m commg to. a declSlO~· 
W lC M' · t !0... 

N 't ay sometimes happen that an over-enthusiastic "'m1s er ow 1 m ·- . . · ·st 
the desire to get his own policy accepted may be mclmed to _mg f 
that all or some of these rules b~not observed in the preparatwn~ 
the note to Cabinet. T~_£retary's_position in~: 
extremely delicate. There have been very rare instances m other 
countrie; in which when the issues were of fundamental importance, 
and the Secretary differed from the Minister and felt that the Minis-· 
ter's paper did not set out the departmental point of view properly, 
he asked for and was accorded the Minister's permission to circulate· 

· to a few of the Minister's colleagues his own note on the subject.~ 
Normally, however, this would not be possible and as between manY 
Mlnisters and Secretaries, such a request might lead to a complete
breach. At the. same time, it is scarcely desirable that the SecretarY 
should convey his views privately to the Minister's colleagues. To 
guard against the exceptional case, it might be worthwhile stating 
quite clearly and categorically in the Cabinet rules of business the
conditions which such notes must fulfil. 

It is natural that Ministers new to office, following a regime which: 
to them represented something evil and which they regarded as 
having caused tremendous grievances to the ordinary people should 
on coming into power, wish to look into everything themselves. Four· 
years have now passed, experience has been gained and it should be· 
realised that whatever the regime, if proper procedure is not followed 
in official work, instead of it being hastened, it is delayed and instead 
of grievances being redressed, they are increased. Orders have been· 
issued in some States that applications should be made to the· 
authorities competent to deal with them in the first instance rather 
than to Ministers. However, large numbers of· applications to· 
Ministers continue to pour in.· They are sent sometimes for disposal' 
and somet~es for report. In either case, they upset very consider
ably the time-table of the officers for, since they come from the 
Minister, they have to be dealt with before others and' co~sequentlY 
those w~o apply directly get unfair treatment to that ext~nt. Some 
appl.1catwns are ?f course specially from people known to the· 
Mimster. The L~n~key tribunal says about applications sent down· 
directly by a Mm1ster to the official who should deal with therll' 
instead of gomg through the normal course: 
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"This meant that any application would be dealt with more 
expeditiously and might result, if the question was in 
the balance, in the making of a favourable decision. 
which might otherwise have been adverse." 

Clearly,. this practice is most undesirable. 

While the Cabinet procedure and the obligations of the demo
cratic system make it necessary perhaps for the Minister to see more 
of the ordinary work of the department than before, he should, in· 
justice both to himself and _to his subordinates, confine himself to
matters of real importap.ce or involving departures _in policy. Once 
a decision on a particular set of facts has been taken, no case involv-
ing the same sort of facts need be put up to him again. A good· 
Minister. will keep hiinself in touch with all the important matters 
that are happening in his office by having a regular time for meeting
his Secretary everyday, but he will leave his Secretary initiative and· 
not attempt to see or do everything. By this means, he will give 
himself time to attend to his ·cabinet, parliamentary, political and 
social duti~s and while retaining general supervision not get clogged. 
in a mass of files. The relationship between a Minister and Secretary· 
can- subsist only on the basis of trust. If the Minister does not trust 
his Secretary, the Secretary should be transferred elsewhere. There· ' 
is no point in his staying and the Minister's attempting to do his: 
work. 

The Secretary's obligations in respect of his position too are very 
clear: "When Tzu Lu asked what constituted. a man's duty to his 
Prince, the Master said 'Never deceive him and then you may b.oldly 
withstand him'". The Master said "Can love be other than exacting, 
or loyalty refrain from admonition?" These may be said to sum up· 
to a certain extent his position. In addition, since he is expert, he 
must spare no pains to learn and to know. Any neglect and ignorance 
which prevents his equipping himself to give the best advice is 
culpable in the extreme. He has, moreover, to see that no failure of' 
duty on his part or that of any of his subordinate lays the Minister· 
open to justifiable criticism. The public reputation of his Minister 
should be a matter of great concern to him. "The civil servan.ts like· 
their Ministers to do well. They feel personally humiliated if he· 
makes blunde'rs. They take enormous pains to give him all lhe facts 
and to warn him against pitfalls. If they think the policy conte'mp
lated is wrong, they will tell h!m why, but always on the basis that 
it is for him to settle the matter, and if the Minister, as is sometimes: 
the case, has neither the courage nor the brain to evolve a policy-
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48 't 
th '11 do their best to find him one, for after all 1 

of his own, ey wr · t than 
. better that the department should be run by pubhc servan s r 
~~ t 't should not be run at all. It was my task, to change the po :;/ 
~c~ had so far been pursued by the Ministry of Transport. e 

w d ·t 11 out we examined all the snags which the civil servants 
arguera' th d 
found for me and which I found for myself in plenty, ~ut at e en 
of the discussions when I made it clear what the policy was t~ be, 
the civil servants not only gave all their best to make my p.olicy a 

· ccess but nearly worked themselves to death in labours behrnd ~he 
su t' · " Th' kmd scenes in the conduct of various secondary nego ratwns . rs . 
of testimony by a Labour Cabinet Minister speaks volun:;es bot~ for 
the c'ivil servants and the Minister. ··The same relationship subsrsted 
in ,the past in this country. It is to be found in certain instances 
today and the endeavour on all sides must be to see that it becomes 
fairly universal. . . . . .. 

Parliamentary control over 'the working of Ministries, ·and more. 
especially over expendtture, is most desirable. At. the 'same time, 
the burden of the extra work imposed by such control should not 
be too disproportionate to the results likely to be achieved from it .. 
At the Centre, apart from the Public Accounts Committee, Ministers 
have to deal with three other Parliamentary Committees, the Stand
ing Committee of the Ministry, the Standing Finance Committee and 
the Estimates Committee. The Estimates Committee is an innovation, 
while the Standing Finance Committee is a relic of the days when 
the government was not a popular government constituted ·from the 
majority party in the legislature. The advice given by such a body 
enabled the then executive government to meet criticism in the 
legislature by modifying, if necessary, proposals about new items of 
expenditure to suit the views of the majority members of the legis
lature. Whe_I1~-lw:wever, the__MinistrYJesponsible for rnnnina the 

~ ...__,_ 
government is itself representative, there woulst..h!',rdly2~.e.m__a!'Y 
need for_~<!~ lil!:~.J.he Standing Finance Committee. ·In the United 
Kingdom where the whole House of Commons converts itself into a 
Committee of Supply, the discussions take place after the govern
ment formulates its budget proposals and there is.· no Standing 
FU:ance Committee to scrutinise the proposals at the stage of formu
lation. ~r!t_!_~e-~~k~o~J:!ll' and the Pul5lic Accounts 
'Cpmmit_tg(!~j?:'_!!e~~ ar!._2uite ~_e_nough'tQ satisfy the re_q~j_te- · 
~~Jl!S_Qf_~xan:~~~:~I_l_ _<l!_::penditure, the one contempora~eously 
a.n.c:Lthe...o.th_~r_ll)_ retrospect. Under a system -of responsible Parlia• 
mentary government, there would s~em to be no scope for su~mitting 
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- ·to a Committee of the legislature specific proposals of expenditure by 
-each Ministry. The Cabinet, which should commaJJ.c:Lthe confidence 
· Qf_Jhe _!_egis1a!_~~'-put;£orward thes~~_p;~pos~~-,j_~d _ _!_~e legl~i;;_h;Je 
has l!J-!1 opp_~"!1l~£ty_ of _!ii~c_u~s_ing_t)le __ po~!~Y _ ~derlying ;ach- item 

·of pewexp_enditure during the dis~u~si()I1LOI1 j;he budget- and-- the 
.Appr<Jpriatia";;-~ill- The -ab.;litl~n of this Committee will help to 
reduce the burden on the departments i:(; a -certa;";,: ~;;tent~!J"d ~h.ottid 
··----------------------- --- ·-. --- -·-- ---· ---- ····--------·· --------.' 
therefor~,__<lssi~t i~_.!_he_redt:_~io~~~_:lay_:;. 

"There .is no truer maxim from the point of view of good adminis
i:ra tion than the old rule "What is not inspected, is not done". This 
is especially so regarding -failure caused by persons and methods. 
Senior officers are often greatly disturbed about delays. They do 
not seem to realise that at least a portion of the remedy is in their 
-own hands. It lies in personal examination and vigilance. If every 
.S_<:_c:retary spent at least half a day once a week in going through 
the branches of his O"-'ll Ministry, there can be very little doubt th_<lt 
:delays would be considerably reduced. So too, if the Head of a 
.Departmentwere to make it a point to spend an hour a day in the 
:branches of his office, a great deal of improvement would become 
.apparent in a very short time. Not only would the personal interest 
.of the highest authority in the department give an impulse to expedi
tion it would also enable him to see what the difficulties in working . . 

· ·-were, which of the men were good, which bad, which sections needed 
strengthening and from where men could be reduced. High officials 
. are undoubtedly hard pressed in these days, but supervision too is 
part of their duty and time must be found for it, more especially 

·.when inefficiency has affected work greatly. 

It has never been altogether unknown for officials in high posi
tions to hold up files, more especially files dealing with difficult and 
important problems, for considerable periods. This is sometimes due 
to the functioning of the escape mechanism. The subject is disliked 

. and so the mind subconsciously refuses to deal with the papers. At 

.other times, the delay is due to the hope that sooner or later a period 
of sufficient leisure might arise to enable the matter to be studied 

·properly. Most files, however, ·when kept for a week or so, se!'.m.Jo 
··develop a ,;pee~ inertia and dead weight. It is almost as if they 
flad -become5'entient beings with a will directed against further 
movement, and a will which often succeeds in prevailing over even 
the strong-minded. Consequently, t!Jg _ _Fis~_Qjjkial wil!__111ak_e_ it a 
rule not to allow a file to remllin~Q!l_g_e_Lwith himself Jhan._is absolute
ly neces~. It may be that by keeping it and considering it, the 
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l
·t of the decision he might reach on it or of the work that he-

qua ' y S h , t h ever are· ld t ·nto it might improJTe. uc ms ance~, ow .' 
~~~ly fa\e

1 
so ra;e that it is not worth taking the risk o~ holdmg u~·

work unconscionabl' in the hope of sue~ results. It IS good tha 
, "ers' should be right but nothing 1s so bad as no answer. ones ans\v · . 

A certain amount Jf delay is also caused by the practice of lettLnt;_ 
all correspondence and files received in a department, except those 
marked to officers by name, be dealt with by. an Assistant be_fore. 
being put up to any officer at all. An explanation for this ~orr:ehmes-_ 
offered is the paucity of officers and the need to save the1r hme by 
not letting them see any file until it is ready to be dealt with. There· 
is no doubt, however, that in many matters a little guidance from the 
higher level would quicken disposal. It would seem to be advisable 
to have all papers seen on arrival by a fairly responsible officer. He· 
could perhaps deal with a number almost as soon as they came in. 
For such a system to work on an extensive scale, it would be neces~· 
sary to have more junior officers and less clerks. 

Del~ oftw .. h~~om~s more pro_m.il}~!liY>FhfiU!..Qse has to be seen· 
b~re than one department before a decision i~~his one· 
occasion gets so bad that an offer of money for charitable purposeS' 
is sometimes likely to be withdrawn because the intending donor· 
has not heard even after eight months whether government would 
like to accept the gift or not. Clearly, special action is necessary. 
Disposal could be speeded up if, for instance, there was a rule in all 
Secretariats of having a day once a month on which all files that 
have been pending in inter-departmental references for two months· 
were brought before a joint meeting of the Secretaries, discussed 
and agreed on or th~ opposed views recorded. Thus; for instance, 
if in a provincial Secretariat, Finance, Home and Local Self-Govern
ment were interested in a file \vhich had left Home two months· 
before and had been pending with either of the others it would 
come_ up at the Secretaries' me_eting for settlement. The ~ractice of 
meetmgs for d1scuss1on of particular questions has of course become· 
quite a feature m recent years but the usefulness of these gatherings· 
is sometimes detracted f~om by the fact that several of4iihe memberS· 

·present not havmg stud1ed the papers, are not 1·n a p ·t· t g1·,·e· 
· d ·· OSI!OnO • 

cons1dere opm10ns and co~sequently take up lines which lead to· 
further correspondence. This practice is detriment 1 t the success 
Of all meetings and it should particularly 'oe .a 

0 

avo1ded when inter
departmental references are being discussed. 
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~~t~r _reas~n qften urged for delay is that junior officers .iene
~!!v_ _Dep~!1' Secr~t~rie~ iind__!ln_der S.erretarjes, decide far fewer 
cas~s_ ~~n in the _!!ast with the result that the burden of work falls 
o_n J_Qint Se-cretari~s_ and _§e_cr~tari~s. Various reasons are urged for 
'this, which generally come to the same thing. .Qfficers are unwilling 
t~akEOresponsibil~ty_bec~us~ they feel that !}ley_~ not-li~yia-_be 
supp.9rte_d_ iUhinru; .@_ wro_!!g. Because of this feeling, their inclina
tion is to play safe. If it is desired that more work should be done 
at lower levels, officers should be made to feel that their superiors 
trust them and are prepared to leave the initiative to them. · 

Continuous interference by Ministers and higher officers in 
matters which prO'pe~ly f~ll ;,...ithin -the sph~-;;;-of funior office~s is· 
also responsible for their f~i~ur.e ___ t() _c!~<:id~!_ cases themselves. An 
example illustrating these points and showing how good senior offi
cers dealt with them in the past is given below. During th~ war 
years, a junior Under Secretary was in charge of work which involved 
relations with and examining of requisitions from a very important 
concern at the head of which was a dignitary held in high esteem 
by the governments both here and in England. One day, the Under 
Secretary received a note from his Secretary asking that all cases 
relating to this body should be put up. He gathered together the files 
38 in number, noted "Submitted" below the Secretary's note and sent 
them up. A day later, he got the files back with the Secretary's 
signature belQW his on the note sheet. Some days later, having to 
see the Secretary in some other connection, the Under Secretary 
mentioned these files. The Secretary said, "Yes, I saw them". Th~ 
Under Secretary thought it would be a good oppQl'tunity to learn if 
anything had been wrong with any of them. The Secretary said, "I 
would have dealt with one or two differently but that's all all right". 
Said the Under Secretary "Won't you tell me how you would have 
dealt with them?" "It was a matter for discretion," said the ,Secretary, 
"not for knowledge, and when it was left to you, it was a matter for 
your discretion. Don't you bother about it, my lad". 

Another reason for the passing up of files which should be dealt 
with at the lower stage is because of not knowing how to handle a 
matter. Now when a senior officer sees that this is the cause, he· 
should invariably send for the junior concerned and explain how it 
could have been done instead of merely aealmg with it himself. It 
may take more time and involve more trouble on a few occasions, 
but it gives the junior valuable training and will render him more 
useful for the future. It has to be remembered that th.e training of 
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~0~-~ :':~_:':11_~~~~~~-J!~t o_f~_Ql~ ~d~~-~o!L<?~-~~yjor 
'()fiicers. Again, if juntor officers. are to do thel.l' part fully, they !!!Y!!_t 
b-;,-tr~ted witlr re"spect and ~!_l:>e made to rea!_ise theit..J:!9~.itio..~ 
as colleagues rather than as subordin~ill§· The tendency that seelllS 
Tobe growing up in some quarters of having Deputy Secretaries and 
Under Secretaries rushing to airports and railway stations to receive 
and see off their Ministers and Secretaries is to be deplored. 

What has been said here about the Secretariat, applies with even 
greater force to the districts. There too it is only by according 
proper support and creating the confidence that action taken honestly 
in contentious cases will be upheld, that officers will be induced to 
:accept responsibility. An Officer must be certain that even if his 
.action is found to have been wrong, his bonafides will not be 
impunged without good ·reason. When a few cases occur in which 
.action first approved is later considered blameworthy because of 
·political or other influence, the tendency inevitably is for officers not 
to take action themselves with resultant slowness in despat~h and 
:unwillingness to take responsibility. 

While it is true that delay in the dispatch of work can be redu~ed 
:and it is desirable that the public service should work as expeditious
ly as possible, i~ ~ust always be remembered that the fundamental 
-cause of delay l~§ .. .l!U .. h!..Y_e~nature of public administration · in 
jts responsibility to Par!i~. This is often not underst~~~-~~~ds 

; 't? undeservedly unfavourable comparison with business administra· 
'·1>ion. Business does not n.eed to treat all comers impartiall It d e5 
·Mt find th~ basis ~f its action in legal enactments, nor is ;·Boardo of 
Dtrectors hkely to t.SSue any orders which they are not cert · ...., 

'd t A· th · · amcan.,... ·carne ou . gam, et(' IS no obligation on busines t d' 
1 . . s 0 ISC ose anY of the deta1ls of tts work. It has not to b~ l'eady to . . . 

. . ansv. er questiOns m Parltament about every aspect of its work and . 
. . every action of anY 

subordmate. The looking up of precedents which · th b . -" 
th . IS e-~~~ at 1s termed red-tape follows from the need to b · 

. . e Impartial that iS· to come to the same deCISIOn on similar fact ho ' · 
. concerned. When all these are taken m' to conss ~d evtier the persor 

h . 1 era on it will bl seen t at while better organisation and more ff t' ' 
undoubtedly quicken the pace of public busine~ :e ';': methods ~il 

. quicken it to that of private adm!nlS' trat' ' 
1 

) annat poss1bl. 
1on un ess st da ds i ·respect of the matters referred to abo an r · 

. · ve are to b ll ·ed 1 -detenorate greatly. e a ow· 
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Discip~un government offices, it is sometimes said, has been the 
first yictim of independence. This, it is stated, is more true about 
the clerical staff than about the officers, though even amongst officerf>
there is said to be considerable slackening. The reasons put forward 
for this are many. It is stated that a large portion of the staff has 
remained on a Jem,eorary basis for man:yy~ars and sees no prospect 
of being made permanent. Consequently, it watches the clock, does 
the least it can and has no incentive to do go.9.Q_J;>ork. Further, that 

. the P.~Y scales and allowances bel!!" .. !1()_coy_re_5Jl~_c!<'I1<:e_t()_the increas
jl_lg cost of living which affects living conditions so detrimen:t~lly-th~t 
the depressed mental condition of the subordinate makes ordinary 
work impossible. In addition, there is neither reward nor punis]l
me~ reward for good work or punislunent for bad. Most of these 
re-;;sons are· valid and a determined effort must be made to deal with 
these causes of deterioration now. 

Although the entire temporary staff may not be required there 
can be little doubt that in many sections it should be possible to say 
that at least 30, 40 or 50 per cent. is likely to be needed permanently. 
Such people should be made permanent without waiting any further. 
It is quite clear that many activities for which temporary staff have 
been employed will have .to continue on a permanent basis and an 
even larger proportion can perhaps be made permanent without any 
risk of future loss to Government. Making pe.QPle. .. perma.n_ept will 
cause contentment ahd give them a stake in_th_~_serv_i_c:_e.!._t_llu~.maJ<!ng 
them ,:;;Qre amenable to discipline. 
'-GOVernment servants have indeed a very legitimate grievance in 
that Government have neither held the cost of living nor implement
ed the recommendations of the Pay Commission regarding increase 
of a slab in the dearness allowance scale for every increase of so 
many points in the cost of living. If indeed Government has now 
.given up all hope: of holding the cost of living, it cannot, with any 
fairness, continue to resist reasonable increases in dearness allow
ance. To say that if such increases are allowed, it will only add to 
inflation has some meaning if Government is at the same time making 
real all-out attempts to stop the price riSJ:S. Since that is not being 
done all it means is that the section of society represented by gov-

' ernment servants is being treated worse than other sections of 
society where income corresponds to cost of living. The government 
servant more especially the lower paid government servant cannot 
be exp;cted to bear all the sacrifices all the time. He has shown 
remarkable restraint in not pressing his legitimate claiins according 
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to even the Pay Commission's recommendations accepted by Gover~
ment, and it is ;l.bout time his difficult situation received official 
recognition and amelioration. 

In an ideal state of society good work wo!!_lsl_l;>e_tl:lELQD,lY3:r!t~rJ9n 
for_p_~.rr.!_~ion. Tl}_a_t_i'l,_g_o_t__~() __ fr!:go_y~~.rr.!.~!'ot.seryic~ w!J.~r~senior_ity 
also counts for a great deal. There is no doubt, however, that 
recognition of-merit-is essential for good administration. PrC?m~ion 
to a superior cadre oughtin a.'!Y_£a~~to 'l:!c:!_on th~_pflsi~_of merit_and 
:even within ~-~;me it might be worthwhile having o:;;e ~r two posts 
with special allowances to which people whose work was particularly 
good could be appointed. The amounts need not necessarily be large 
though such inducement is definitely needed to provide incentive for 
effort and application. f>.cknowle.<l!ll:m~gt oLgg9d work is often as· 
much a need of the hum~it as food i~-of ma~s body. It ~o~ld 
~~m for Ministers to recognise this-nowand-,:g~in even in 
~espect of senior officer>. 

Comments have already been made on the difficulties of punish
ment in government service and measures suggested by which the 
procedure can be quickened. There is no doubt that _ii_puni;hJD.I"nt 
is not ~~~~-par!i~':'.0!!Y~ad _£a_ses .eith~r ... !:> .. eC.<l1J.§e_thE!_I1igher 
o.!P~!:l.l~~o-~ot wish to tak~Uhe.._t~_o.u.l>!E'! in''?~YE!!l .. !!!_g()i!lKthro{;gh 
th~_p~oce<!_ur~or because of recommendatwns for leniency f~om 
influential parties, including ministers of other departments and 
legislators, W_<:>..!l<_w_gl_.£on_t.!!':!!_e_ !~_.:>':!!!er. For the human animal in· 
the mass, both _th<:_c~rot anE: tJ:l~~tick ar~sE'!I_!:\!al; neither by itself 
will produce full results. A JUdiCIOUS combination of both is needed. 

It is very desira~le that p~ple in thgJq_we>;_gr};>d~s _ofJb!'_public 
s~e sho_ulg_ b~:-Z!Y-'Cn_a~~'l':!atc::_ <pp_9.:_t~Il_i tie~>__t()_ J'r~e j:h~ir fit~~~~·· 

_ ~!:.. !Il~~-respons~bJ"-Y!'<?rk._ Examples are not lacking to sho~ that 
in sp1te of the almost complete rigidity of the hierarch!' 1 . ca system 
there have been found m the lower ranks exceptional h ' 

men w o have risen to the highest p'ositions. We are not however 
. h h h "11 k I . ' ' concerned only wit sue ; t ey Wi ma e t 1e1r way anyhow Wh t · . 

1 b . · · a IS necessary iS 
to eva ve a system Y Which those amongst the low k 

h . h . . ..er ran s who are 
fit for 1g .. er positiOns can be discovered and ap · t 

. b pom ed. Generally this must e before the age of 35 for otherwis th h . 
. ' e e abit of looking to supenors for orders becomes too deeply en · 

d t 1 . grained to enable even 
goo men a capacity to accept responsibil't 0 .. 

d . 1 y. pportumties for 
f~ther_ ~- ucatwn_m1ls!_b_e. ma~~_ayailable. in the-folmoC . . . . . 
classes e~_c. for the younger members of th (' ·- - . . . ·- special 
-- -- e ower ranks of officials. 
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'Those who attend regularly. will clearly demonstrate their industry 
.and tl\eir desire for improvement. If they disclose talent, there 
oshould be scope for their advancement to the higher services. Proof 
·of talent can take many forms. A man might write a book compe
·tently on some matter forming the subject matter of his work. He 
wight show talent during discussions at which perhaps the head of 
the department might be present both to induce good feeling and to 
.get to know the capacity of those who work under him in the lower 
.ranks. 

Another way of removing discontent and inducing discipline would 
,~showing that the employer was interested in what happened 
:to the staff during a period of suffering. For instance, it is stated 
·that very few people can tell what happens to a clerk when he falls 
ill. Does he get the necessary medicines? Is he sent to hospital in 
good time? Is medical attention adequate? All these are matters 
which make a great deal of difference to a man's working life. Gov
ernment servants are in many cases entitled to free medical aid but 
for the subordinate staff this generally does not mean anything very 
much. Some authority of the same kind as the. Labour Welfare 
·Officers is obviously needed to supervise this side of things. 

Whitley Councils have already been established in at least one 
province and one department at the Centre. Meetings are not very 
·frequent but indication of useful results is not altogether absent. lt 
is clear· that this institution furnishes a valuable instrument for 
bringing together different points of view and enabling the subordi
nate staff to place its real difficulties before government .. Informal 
discussion gives the oppo~ity for bring:i_n_g_Qut many things which 

·cannotbe said in re£riSei!.~!fon~_and_petitions_\Vithol,!~ causi!!g_~du~ 
umbrage. It is to be hoped that. much great~r u~e will be made. of 
·thesecouncils in allaying that d1scontent whiCh m many cases hes 
at the root of what is said to be the widespread disease of indiscipline. 
·"Since the introduction of Whitleyism into the civil service some 30 
years ago the emphasis has shifted from a desire on the staff side to 
have old grievances redressed and on the official side to yield as 
little as they dare, to a genuine desire on the part of both, to achieve 
th d clared aim of Whitleyism to secure the greatest measure of 

e e . f 
co t'on between the State in its capac1ty o employer and the 

opera 1 · tt ff t· h · ·1 · general body of civil servants m m~ ers a ec mg t e CIVI ser.v1ce 
with a view to increase efficiency m the public service combmed 
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with the well-being of those employed". A well-tried institution of 
this nature certainly deserves the fullest encouragement in . this

country. 

Associations ouubli~-~nts a~e also to be welcomed. It is a 
gocid;z;t;"b~dthing, that civil servants should be strongly organised. 
in representative bodies. In order, however, that they should not be· 
pawns of any political parties, it is very desirable that associations 
of civil servants belonging to the clerical and higher grades should 
draw all their office holders from amongst themselves. Such asso
ciations are· not likely to contain members who do not know their· 
own rights or to whom other members of the same services cannot 
explain them fully and adequately. Industrial civil servants and· 
Class IV servants may not, however, be able to represent their own 
position as well as they should, and it may be necessary for them to
have a responsible and knowledgeable man from outside as an offic~ 
holder. 



CHAPTER VII 

TRAINING 

IN November, 1947, the Officer Shortage Committee recommended 
the creation of a Directorate of Methods, Organisation and Training. 
for the Central Government. Very little, however, seems to have 
been done, beyond the establishment of a Training School for clerks 
and assistants under the auspices of the Home Ministry. The I.A.S. 
Training School, which had begun work shortly before that time,. 
still continues without a wholetime principaL This in itself shows 
the very little importance the Central Government seems to attach .... ···---~---~-· . - - -------------
to traming, even to the training of those who are to occupy the high-. 
est places in jts administration in the future. In addition to being 
Principal, the present incumbent holds two other appointments. He 
is Establishment Officer of the Government of India and Joint Secre
tary of the Home Ministry. However industrious and able the official, 
he can scarcely do justice to all three appointments. There can be· 
no doubt that a suitable full-time Principal who_VI!i!Uive_in..-i.he 
School, and EP-~~Q__gll_his time with the pupils is ~l?: __ jm!'Il~<:!i!!-JE:' 
necessity. The proper incumbent for such a post '¥P..llld...h.e__a....man. 
who -;;;m;bines wide administrative eXl?erience and academic inter~sts 
wit~lmpressive personality an~~athetic and she~dul 
n~~- Many of our recruits are bound to have angles, and the 
rubbing off of these will be all the easier if in the first year of their 
training they come into close contact with such a guide. There 
should be no attempt at cheese-paring in fixing the salary of such a 
man. If a suitable person is not available-'here, there should be no 
hesitation in obtaining one from abroad. In some ways, perhaps that' 
would be an advantage, for there are not likely to be very many 
suitable Indians of forty-five to fifty able to walk ten miles on a 
summer morning or ride twenty after breakfast on a winter ~ay and 1 

the physical fitness necessary for such feats is essential for turning 
our college youth into good administrative service officers. I 

· In order to have suitable personnel for tl1e administrative 
machine, the three essentials are"proper recruitment, ~roper training, 
and~proper organisation and methods. In the United Kingdom this is 
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. ensured by "the triple alliance" of the Civil Service Commission, the 
·training staff under the Director of Training and Education and the 
--organisation and methods staff, whose combi'ned basic task may be 
:summarised as "to recruit the right type of person and give him the 
right type of training for the right type of job". The question of 

·recruitment is treated separately later. Certain broad considerations 
regarding organisation and methods have already been deaH with 

·but both as regards organisation and methods and training, the moral 
·that seems to stand out from past experience is that uncoordinated, 
ad hoc and discontinuous attempts are not sufficient.""'.- These owe 
·their origin sometimes to criticisms in Parliament regarding ineffi
-ciency and are confined to a few individual Ministries or Depart
ments. Sometimes they are ad hoc measures of- reorganisation 
·sought to be implemented following the recommendations of a 
Retrenchment or Economy Committee which throws out a certain 
number of officers and staff; sometimes they spring from the sugges
tions of a relatively inexpert body like the Estimates Committee. All 
these, however, do not lead very far. The lesson of the last four 
years is that an expert, coordinated and continuous body must exist 
which plans, supervises and constantly adapts to changing needs all 
the arrangements necessary for proper training, proper organisation 

-and proper methods of work. The Central Government should 
immediately appoint a Director' of .l'r.i!ining, Organisation -~~d 
Methods with the necessary officer and other staff. The Director 
would have two branches under him_ one on th~-;:-;i"uingslde and t]1e 
· other on the organisation and methods side_. Ministries ~;g a 
numerous clerical staff would also need small organisation and 
methods sections within themselves. The basic points in organisat~op 
and methods work are-.:xamination of the work as it is done .. the 
devising of means t · ffi · - · o 1mprove e c1ency and economy the spreadlllg 
of this knowledge by personal explanation and con~act. Training 
thr;ugh classes cannot take tbe place of such work. The organisation 
an methods man really puts himself in the position of the clerk 

. domg the work, sees the difficulties, attempts to find ways for dealing 
w1th them and if th · h . . e man m c arge 1s doing sg.mething wrong, 
explams to him what "t"" d h V. h 1 lS an ow to avoid it. Personal approac 
from an equal level is the essence of this work. The Directorate 
would take up ea h M' · 

. of work mak 't c lmstry and after "a careful study of the method 

f 
. .' b e 1 s own suggestwns on the spot. In case of difference 

· o opmwn etween the D" t d 
h t b 

Irec or and the Ministry, the matter woul 
ave o e referred to c b · 

D. t t a met. Orders having been passed the 
. 1rec ora e would ke ' 

ep a watch to see that they were carried out". 
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In order to carry sufficient weight, the Director would have to be 
'of Secreta~y's.standing. Since up. to now all work related to training 
.and orgamsatwn has been done m the Home Ministry, it mtght be 
·c~nvenient for him to work from that Ministry to begu;_ with, dealing 
·directly with the Minister. Finally perhaps this department might 
·come to rest in the Finance Ministry. It would be an advantage to 
a department concerned with economy in expenditure, to have to 
broaden its view to conside~ organisation and training and to realise 
through it continuously the constructive functions of finance. States 
too would be well advised to have Organisation, Methods and Train
ing Sections, working directly under the Chief Secreta~y. To begin 
with, we are not likely to have sufficient numbers of people expert 
in organisation and methods. If, however, care is taken to have a 
few properly trained officers, they can impart the essentials to those 
·working under them. Gradually as work continues, very probably an 
·expertise wiH develop particularly suited to Indian conditions. 

The Director will have to have two senior officers to assist him: 
·one -for organisation and methods," and one for training. Training, 
·besides aiming at precision anci clarity in the conduct of business and 
improvement of staff morale, must also encourage the civil servant 

·to see his work in its widest context and to persevere with his own 
educational development. It must prepare him for hi((IJ!'!' work and 

---=·'"' ~·· . . 
greater responsibilities and attune his outlook and methods to the 
new needs of changing times.' These are the aims th€: . Assheton 

·Committee set down for training of civil servants in England and 
there is little doubt that they fit the needs of our situation very well. 

There are two main occasions fo~inin,~[: there is the training 
·On admission into government service which will equip a man with 
the necessary knowledge to perform his duties in the capacity to 
which he has been appointed, and there is the training at intervals 
thereafter designed to refresh his knowledge, bring him in touch 
with new developments and keep his mind active and supple. Both 
these would come within the purview of the Director of Training, the 
first being furnished mostly in the department itself, and the second 
through specially organised classes outside. 

Training of officers in the districts is, of course, another matter. 
Its importance in the first stages of an officer's career can hardly be 
overstressed. This depends very much on the senior officer, the 
.Collector, in the case of the Indian Administrative Service, under 
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whom the young civil servant first works. The training is not only
in procedure and methods; its scope covers the whole of official life· 
and conduct. ~!J!~he -~f!i~_!o_!ealis~ fl,l.l!Y . .hi'Ldut[es_ag? 
responsibilities, as well as his position of trust and honour as a publlc· 
servant. It is one of the unfortunate features of the present time· 
that there are so few officers left in the districts capable of imparting' 
the right training to the new IAS. From all accounts much of it is
good material, but again from many accounts it needs training. 
badly. In the interests of the future, every province ought to send. 
out some of its suitable senior civil servants to hold charge of dis·· 
tricts and to treat such districts as training grounds for the young .. 
The desire to keep senior officers in the Secretariat is understandable· 
but senior officers are in any case a wasting asset and the- needs of: 
the present have to be measured against the interests of the futurec 

To such training would, of course, have to be added at least 
during the first years of an officer's service short courses organised 
by the Director of Training in various subjects likely to be of use to. 
the officer. All this may seem somewhat expensive to the uninitiated· 
but it has always got to be remembered that administration is both a 
science and an art and neither of these can be imparted except 
through training. Though some people are born administrators and 
some may acquire the practice of administration by rule of thumb 
and the light of nature, yet the efficien~ and capacity for service 
of even these would be greatly increased '<.Y proper training. For the· 
less fortunate, training is absolutely E;~sential. 

It may on occasion prove useful to Government to send out to 
foreign universitieL'iO.me.JJf its spe~_i.!!_lists for a s~:t:Lc9Rrs.e. and to 
send for _short periods to selected firms by arrangement with them 
some of 1ts younger men dealing with industrial and commercial 
matters. These points would also have to be kept in view by th . 
Director of Training. e. 



CHAPTER VIII 

RECRUITMENT 

JT has already been recommended that recruitment to all grades 
·of government service should be conducted in .a manner which 
·~i':~.t.es scope ~o.r.P_l!tr_!lnage and, along with it, occasion for sus
. pi cion that patronage is exercised. It has been suggested that this 
:should apply to temporary staff as well as perman_ent staff and that 
·the method should be extens!()!l~f the principle of selection by com
.mittee. This method is of coursealready in operation as. r~g-;~ds 
~ 

o5ervices and posts which fall within the purview of the Public Ser-
·vice Commissions, Central and State. At the same time, several 
lower posts and certain posts of a special type are excluded, .in con

·sultation with the Public Service Commission, from the jurisdiction 
•.of that body. The .§.election committee system, however, already 
:prevails under some governments, ·and in respect of certain cate
: gories, of these excluded posts. In view of the reason given above, 
'it would be desirable to extend this svstem wherever and for what-
· ever posts it is not prevalent at present At the same time·it would 
'be helpful to bring within the.§upervisory ambit of the Public Service 
•Commission concerned all appointments by committees. This super
·vlSOrY-;,~ity would of course be distinct from its authority in the 
·direct field of selection. It will thus be an added responsibility of 
the Public Service Commission and will be discharged by making 

:periodical checks, calling for papers, etc., the object being to ensure 
that committees of sele£lliJn function .. .PlJ:>.Per:!y. The substitution of 
a body of pers~~r~ single individual as the selecting authority 

.achieves not only the negative, though important, result of minimis
ing patronage but also probably makes for better selection, for here 

. as well as elsewhere, often two heads are better than one .. 

A great deal, however, must depen<Lon the technique of selection' 
employed both by the Public Service Commissions and the Com
mittees. Obviously, the t}:chnigue must differ for different .. ll.l'!'~!'s 

-and different requirem~!:: This cannot be gone into in detail·here 
but it seems clear that the proper technique in each case must be · 

. evolved and re-examined by pooling from time to time the experience 
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on the one hand of the Department and the Organisation and~ 
Methods Section which have the opportunity of watching the work 
of the recruits after appointment and, on the other, of the Public
Service Commission and the _Selection Committee which have select-
ed the candidates. The technique must also depend to a great extent 
on the educational opportunities available in the country. From this 
point of view there is need for a great deal more contact ·between 
the Public Service Commissions and the Universities. 

Two observations may be made about the present method or 
recrui(ment to the higher civil services i.e. I.A.S., I.F.S., I.P.S., I.A .. 
and A.S. etc~ The importance of psychological tests must be realised 

t -- -and they must gradually replace the viva voce. A fifteen minutes' 
conversation with laymen, although possessing the wide experience 
of the Public Service Commissioners, can be no substitute for an 
expert psychological examination designed to give a scientific insight 
into the candidate's mental and emotional make-up. The holding of 
such tests will of course cost more buTH' the~eby the services get 
better material, and there is no reason to suppose that they will not, 
the extra money will have been well spent. There are also often 
complaints about the low standard of some of the papers set for 
optional subjects and it is felt that candidates taking those subjects 
have a~ unfair advantage. This is inevitable from time to time, but 
in order to give as equal a chance as possible, that part of the exami
nation which ill common to all candidates must form a larger propor
tion of the whole than at present, enabling relative merit to be more 
properly judged. 

Officers of the All-India Services i e I AS IpS 
t 11 t d ' · ., · · ., · · ., after recruit-

men ' are a o te to prgyinces and it seems desirabl . 
under this head the method of such allotment Th ~ to con~lder 
able body of opinion both among the· S . . ere IS a consider-

. erv!Ces and among ffi . 
wh1ch holds that it is desirable that ffi h non-o 1c1als 

o cers s auld as far . , 
be allotted to provinces other than 't. h. · f - _ . as possible· 

ose o the1r b1rth Wh'l . -
true that this may mean less local knowled . .:. 1 e 1t IS 

necessitate the learning of n 1 ge and m some cases 
advantages are more than 0:~we:n~~:ges, Y..:'t ~~ iL!:~li_ that the!'~ 
Ioc_al ties which follows from serv1.~ b~ the_ mdepend~;n\!Lfi_q_~ 
· · - ce outs1de ' --

Reference has already been made to th . o~e !L..Q~.n___m:fl:v:ins:e. 
and public virtue In h . e confhctmg clauns of private 

· sue Clrcpmstances th · 
flict, as private virtue has no sph ere IS as a rule no con-
allotment would make a valu bl ere of. ope.ration. Moreover, such 

a e contnbuhon to the cause of 
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national unity. Each province would then, "in its administration 
present a replica of many of the elements that contribute to th . 
varied richness of this ancient- land. A great dra~atist imagine:. 
a world government in which the local administration of each 
country is conducted by inhabitants of other countries, thus ensur-. 
ing impartial administration and at the same time impressing upon 
the inhabitants of all lands the essential unity of the planet .. We in 
India are fortunate enough to be able to carry out, if we will, that 
experiment in large measure, thus providing an effective check to 
fissiparous tendencies and obtaining an essential u~:liformity". .!!~ 

~rgument .abQ.u.L).Qg~l.J.;:p_o_;yle.dg<;_j~- prob_a:Qlv_tro_ngguu:egarrls . ..thJ'! 
IJ'.S., bu ~_here__ i!l .. 1\ _way_ the .. absence. o.f -l.GcaJ".ties.._js....._gven more . 
impori:aii"t. -----
·-----· . ',_., 

Allied to this question is another of great importance to the ad-. 
ministration which, though not strictly connected with recruitment, 
can be said to have substantial relationship with it. The I.C.S. is 
an all-India service. Its members were recruited for service through-. 
out the country and though allotted to specific provinces were · 
always liable. to be sent to others. The course of events has stJ 
arranged matters that there is a very uneven distribution. cf. this 
scarce and valuable commodity amon_g the Central Government and 
the States Governments. In the interests of the country as a whole, 1 

---. • .....-- -~--. -....---· I 

it would seem desirable to arrange the ~ice i!}.tQ.. various age- : ., 
gz:9.ups and then '!;_allot it 'in a realistic fashion with a view to meet 
urgent administrative needs, so that the best possible use in the. 
T;;;;ger interests of the country is made of all trained administrators. 
and none rest in comfortable back-waters, owing to provincial or 
central abandon or oversight. Machinery for considering this. 
problem has already been suggest:d in the form of the Elder Minis-

ter and Secretary Board. 

Whenever the question of administrative difficulties in the econo
mic sphere comes up, some one is sure to suggest as a certain remedy 
the creation of an Economic Civil Service. It is said the operation ef 
controls, the running of State enterprises of an industrial or commer-. 
cia! character, the manning of certain departments such as Industry· 
and Commerce Economic affairs etc., the implementation of certain..,/ 
development plans-all these can beleft to the ~ono.m!_c Civil S.er-"' .r 

vice. Those who offer this as a solutwn appear on further d1scussron 
to be thinking of four different types of personnel at one and the 
same time as covered by the phrase, Economic Civil Service. These· 
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-types are persons, competent to advise Government at the highest 
level of economic policy, persons competent at a lower level to 
. collect and present the· economic data on which advice regarding 
economic policy may be formulated, persons who having a grounding 
in economics may be expected to discharge the duties of certain 
secretariat and executive posts more efficiently than if they did not 
possess such knowledge, and persons possessing the managerial 
.experience and ability associated with efficient business. Now · a 
service which included persons possessing these varying capacities 

cwauld certainly be a unique institution but the probability of creat
. ing such a service is very limited indeed. Along with this mixing 
-up of categories, there is a confused belief in the minds of the 
_advocates of the Economic Civil Service that recruitment confined to 
:persons with degrees in economics will produce all these types. 
-Obviously, only very distinguished economists would be capable of 
.·giving economic advice at. the highest level. So, too, knowledge of 
.. economics does not in1ply administrative and managerial ability. 
·Graduates in economics would be useful as assistants to those who 

have to collect and present economic data, but there need be nothing 
.. of the dimensions of a service for this purpose. Officers of this class 
-<:auld not !n any case com~ from raw degree holders. Economic 
: grounding would certainly be of some use to. those holding posts in 
· departn:-ents where decisions have often to be made in the light of 
· economtc_ data and trends but there would be no particular advantage 

m con~ng rec.ruitment_ to these. posts to thos~ with degrees in 
·· econom1cs. · ~n o~c:r w1th general ability could be given the n~9.es
_l ary economlc tralJl.jng durmg the e§rlier years of service . On ail 

J . grounds then, there would seem to b - ---·-:·-.--· . . ; . 
C. -1 S . ·- · --· .. -~ no .case for a spec1al EconornlC' " 1v1 erv.!£e. -- ·-- - - , - .... 

At the same time the la k f th . 
. connections b t . c 0 eorehcal appreciation of the inter-

e ween vanous secto f . . · 1 
responsible for fairl im r~ ~ economlC hfe among offic1a s 

• ordinated polt"cy Ity. portant dcclslons leads to serious lack of co-
. 1s sometimes k 

to look down upon th . t· remar ed that such officials seem 
eote teal knowledg 'f . · 

one dealing with P t• 
1 

e as 1 1t were a weakness lfl 
rae lCa preblems I 1' h 

theoretical approaci1 is ft · n rea tty, of course, t e 
..- 0 en very ess f 1 · d 
]jpes of practical apiJlication ·F d.~!l-!!L...!.'L!_ayi.!!&___Q.owJLP.JOll 
receptiveness on the -P- --t- f.· u~ _amentally, what is requirEd is a 

ar o admtmstr to t h · h theoretical issues involved . . a_ rs o t e dtscussion of t e 
is so complicated that 1 m maJor pohcy decisions. None of these 

aymen can t d · 
• cations. All that is required. . no un erstand its practical irnpl1-

1S on the 0 ·d d ne s1 e, someone to expoull 
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these issues <:learly and on the other a certain disposition on the part 
of those in charge of policy decisions to take theoretical issues fully 

·. into account before making up their minds. The theoretical approacp · 
has no doubt its failings, but in India, as matters stand today, this'-

• approach in economic matters has to be encouraged rather than dis
couraged. From this point of view it would seem to be desirable to 

, bear in mind, while recruiting, for instance, to the I.A.S. the neces-
, sity of choosing some specialists itl'particular fields of econorpics like 

!l)dustry, Finance, Transport etc. It might be worthwhile to send · --·· - -. selected people abroad for two or three years' research in a specialis-
~!1_ field. !he:t would then, .set th!lt.proper perspecti.Y~he yarioJlS 
,links in ·the economic system which th_e pcilicy-making_Qfficial in the 
financial and industrial field must have. '· · · · 

·. ~ . ' . 
'• ·'" 

There remains the question of. having . in Government service a 
certain ·number of men who can be used generally in industrial 
matters, that is to say, who can, in case of need, assume the over-all 
management of an industrial concern and run it without difficulty. 
No person, ~nless of course he has been trained from the beginning 
in a particular industry and has spent many. years jn acquiring its 
techniques, can hope to be a technkal expert in it, but between being 
a technical expert and l;>eing the man in charge of an industrial· con
cern, there is a great ·difference. What is needed really is the special 
technique of the skilled administrator~"the man or woman who may 
indeed possess special knowledge in several fields, but will be a good 
adviser in any field, because he or she knows how arid where to go 
to find reliable knowledge and can assess the· expert knowledge of 
oihers at its true worth, can spot the strong and weak points jn any 
situation at short notice, and can advise how to handle a complex 
situation". This, the multi-purpose civil servant has in. the past· · 
acquired and, conditions being equal, probably will continue· tG 
acquire provided always from his earliest service day11 he is taught. 
to regard clever superficiality as one of. the worst sins.. What is 
needed in addition is grounding in economics dnri,ng the earlier )l'ea.tl! 

ill service ·and seconding to several industrial concerns. fro~ time t1>· , 
. !ime during the middle years. 7'he need, to have men w1th thes~ 
qualifications means recruiting more civil servants than are abso- . 
lptely essential for the jobs in hand, but it a~so means availability 
of such men whenever th~cessity arises, · .· . · ·, 

• _l • 
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ADMINISTRATION, PLANNING AND THE PUBLIC 

GoVERNMENT'S functions vary from time to time. · Their scope 
diminishes· or is enlarged, depending on the nature of the society 
G~vernment is aiming to serve. The gradations may vary from the 
static security state at one end ttl the dynamic welfare state at the 
other. ·The latter is not something superadded to the former but is 
rather' a growth from it and an . expansion of it. so; too, tlie . 
machin-ery for. the execution of. welfare plans is not a separate entity 
superadded to the basic machinery ·of administration: The ~onnec
tion between the two is organic rather than mechanical. According
ly, if.plans are not to be abortive, the first task is to ensure that the 
nucleus of administration is sound. It is for this reason that the 
short-term suggestions made in some of the. previous chapters for the 
arrest of administrative jieterioration have as much rel.~y~nce for 
theeventualsuccess of planrurig as for the immediate rectification-· 
of administrative deficiencies. 

· The main administrative requirements of_planning ·are essentially 
the same as the long term needs of ordinary administration~right ., " . . -···-,__ 
recruitment, right training, right allocation. Such difference as there 
is between the two is in degree rather than in kind. Depending on 
~the .nature and extent of the plans, the recruitment will be larger~ 
and more varied, the training ·perhaps more specialised and the 
choice of the right man for . the right :Place more than ordinarily. 
important . 

. -~0.-..<!ll.E-.gers have to be avoided in this connection, namely, 
, planning a_!lead of_~en.l!)ld I))._QPll_!!nd planning),_!L_C.Q.II\.Par.tmentih 

The preyious five year plan has been dislocated, amo'rig -other thi~gs, . 
because of planning ahead of finance. In the same way, it is easY 
in the flow of enthusiasm to plan ahead of the availability of trained 

men. ~~-o~~~!!eme~g; shoul<!_be U~t":_d and p_riority .~t;he~~s 
f~r trammg_ sta_~~~g_a_gg_ ad~!l~.<!" before launching on the ne~
set;r!:~the_m3elv~ A clear-visioned realist, in spite oi'bcir;g -an. 
ardent ad~;rent of nationalisation and the socialist _state, once rightlY 
remarked Never take over anything unless you can run it at least ! 
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as e~ciently ~s those who ran it before", and the same ·principle 
applies to plans. ~ri other words: Do not start a new plan unless you 
have made reasonably sure, by preparing the proper personnel etc .. 
that you can run it efficiently. 

Again, ~~~e_JillaJ1s_are mad~ __ b_y!!J..!!.GR'!!:r:l!L~civernment and some 
_by the State Goyer11111el!t~ ... ~la~s ar<;',J!ls.!?_~a~ by.differeni:d;part
l_l!e~ts of_ !h~ sam.~: _Q<>_~EO~n~nt. T~~-~<li1ggr_p~-oCci1!!)1iartmental 

· plani1ing_~r-~ _lll_l!!'_L'!~.d_Q)?vious. }E_~g_r_at_i~!!_ of plans am~ ~gordi
. _!!?!i<:>IU_l-_nd simplificatio~ <>_f agell.c;i.eS..are,Jliere!ore,_ es~imtia]. Except 

for special schemes that can be isolated, such as particular hydro
electric projects, it would be desirable, before launching on large 

_ scale implementation, to study the effect of the convergence into 
selected areas of the. several indiyidual schemes pert:tining to those 
areas. In other words, there must be a blue-print of all the activities 
proposed for the particular area. With this in front, the co-ordination 
of the existing agencies and the new machinery sought to be set up 
must be studied. Thus, duplication and extravagance can be avoided. 
Th~ preparation of such regional blue-prints wou!d also bring to 
light any other special difficulties that in particular regions might be 
likely·- to detract from the geJleral . efficiency of the plan· made or to 
make modifications of it necessary in view of local conditions. 

In planning, too, it is very desirable to· remember that ~ ... l:l!lJ.!s 
_of_ ~h.~!!or.!_._~A1l.Pil~-i!.l_tk_~oun!EY~ifl~_. Hence, the neeq, fm; what 
has been termed "rural-mindedness." Since government servants, 
more especially of the higher ranks: tend to come, as a rule, from 
the urban areas which are- the centres of education, there is some 
ground for t1Ie complaint of urban bias which is often said to distort 
Government policy an<;! administrative d~cisiofol·. Very special care 
needs to be taken both in selection and m trammg to see that the 
st~ff employed in planning and in' carrying out the plans has a real 
appreciation of" the resources and nee.;ls of the rural areas. . · 

_ -Special trainin__g is also 'necessary to get the government servant's 
attitude to the public right. The essential things to be remembered 
are that the public servant's livelihood is derived from the public 

. revenues and, consequently, on- him rests a special obligation of 
service to _the public, from which follows the need for behaving 
towards all members of the public in a particularly courteous and 

· understanding. manner. Since contact with t)le public is either by 
interview or by. letters,- this manner can best. be demonstrated by. 
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, . . technique on these occasions. Such right 
adopting the nght t servants is especially important to a 
behaviour among government"vi"ties nor is it less important in om: . . at welfare ac 1 , . . 
State armmg d"t" ns when controls, however inadequate and m-

esent day con 1 10 · · t" s 
pr t th daily lives of so large a portion of our Cl 1zen · 
complete, affec e d h 1 than 

nection between the Government an t e peop e The closer con . . · t d the 
Per·10d ~enders essential nght behavwur owar s in the pre-war • . . . 

. public. 

The historical evolution of the functions of Government in t?is 
· try may now be said to have passed beyond the stage of Secunty coun . ' ·b 

towards that of Equality. The line of future development must e . 
fulfilment of }guality and towards Abundanc~. The princip~l func
tions of Government in the first stage were external and mternal . 

. curity and basic administration. War conditions and the shortages 
.~~at followed from them compelled the bri~ging in of controls, t~at 
· ttempted to bring about equitable sharmg. No one could cla1m 
IS, a h · f 
that this aim has be.en attained, but, at any rate, t e conception o 
·"fair share for all" has for the first time taken its place among the 
Televant factors that underlie the making of policy and of plans. The 
aim of raising the standard of living also remains unfulfilled. It and 
the middle "Equality" are bo"th important elements in a welfare state. 
The final stage involves for the administrative machinery much . 
greater contact with the public than the first or even the second . 
. Herice arises the need to train not only the principal officers, whv, 
as administrators, will be in charge of big schemes .or, as technical 
experts, will harness Nature for our purpose,-but also numerous 
others who must come in touch with the public, so that they can 
listen patiently and sympathetically, explain lucidly and courteously 
and be firm without at the same time being irritated and causing 

·irritation. · 

An, understanding of the relationship between the publkl imd 
planning is essential for a proper realisation of the place of adminis
tr:j.j;ive machinery in planning. Plans themselves must of course be 
for ~h~ public. In other words, they must aim at raising the standard 
of hvmg of all classes, especially the agriculturists. This does not 
mean, however, that every stage of the plan should be such as would 
be accepted if a referendum were held. In the main, both ends and 
~eans ~ust be _la_id down by Government and Legislature. There 
IS a section of op1mon which holds that nothing should be done except 
that with which th~ I'eople wholly agree and that, if they are likelY 
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to disagree with any particular aspect, that should not be attempted. 
It may be conceded that there is ,perhaps something to be said for 
this view. Its significance, however, is very limited. You may not 
be able to take the people where they won't go at all, but there is 
surely a definite duty, provided you are convinced that it is for their 
good, at least to lead them where they will not desist from following. 

In a democracy, it has been said, the Government leads and the 
people cooperate. If the Government is not to attempt to lead at all 
and is always to follow, it may be a laissez-faire Governm-ent but it 
certainly cannot hope to plan. While there should be no hesitation 
in adapting the procedure on relatively minor· matters to public
tendencies, as regards objective and major tec~ique the position 
must be very different. Only those objectives may have to be · 
abandoned that will find no cooperation even after' strenuous efforts 
to lead have been made. Since, however, the objective. here is the 
raising of the standard of living, no question of any lack of coopera

·tion from any large section-of the population can ·arise.· Such 
·changes in technique as prejudice the 'objective should not be accept
ed in spite of the popular view. Modification to the extent that they 
do not so prejudice it is possible. For instance, if the objective is the. 
equitable distribution of food and the technique is rationing to which 
certain sections of the people object, it is surely not· right that, 
because of the objection, rationing itself should be given up. qn the 
other hand, modification in, for instance, the manner of filling" forms 
for applications for rations, the verification of ration' cards, etc. may 
certainly be in accordance with the wishes of large sections of· the 
people, so long as they do not prejudice the objective. Except on this 
basis, planning which implies centralisation of purpose and infusion 
of drive, can have no meaning in the context of democracy. · The 
importance of this discussion is its particular application to sugges
tions continuously made for associating the "people" with planning. 
I~ is to be planning. t~e. ~ssential princi~le m?Y._~e~~.!<i, to l?._e 
Dece!l.trlllisgtiQJ:L.of.Jiespo=hility ®d Executwn,__p.rovJde_\LJ.l:Jjss~ 
be brougllt abq!ll_WithmlLRissipation of Purpq~~Pet~riora-tion of 
Efficiency;_ · · -- -··n~~ 

The various schemes that have from time to time been put forward 
for bringing Government to the people's door and letting them 
manage their own affairs-J anapada Sabhas, village Panchayats, etc. 
have to be judged from this point of view. Conditions are different· 
in different places and soJTle of these institutions may be very useful 
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h ,_ .1.. .l·t1·es· On the whole however, it would seem ,desirable int en oca1 · ' · . · d.d · 
d U tiously with new decentralisation of th1s km urmg · to procee ca · · d Th -

1· · Let us consider· the functions decentralise . ese are, 
p anrunlg. public health lighting, viliage roads, village water supply, 
asarue, 1 • • t 

t If the creation of decentralised agencies for them IS gomg o 
e c~t ·in faCtion and the possibility of further demoralisation of the 
res · · · •t b 'd d 

dm·1nistration as indeed it has in some cases, can I e consi ere a ,, . 
at all worthwhile? The imp~rtant thing is to see that the economiC 
objective of planning, which in turn, is depend~nt on the_ mainten~nce 
of good administration, is not prejudiced. Where pubhc enthusiasm

. and effort can be canalised without in any way affecting administra
tion detrimentally, >t is certainly desirable to encourage such effort. 
Thus, for instance, the worthwhile work of self-help of many of the 
u.P. Panchayats ·would seem to merit support. All these trends, in 
reality, need careful watching .. There should be no dogmatism for or 
against them. Experience will make clear the facts, in a short while, 
provided observation is keen and dispassionate. There is but little 
doubt that if the ·two-member board suggested earlier constantly 

. watches their development, it will be' able to make up its mind 
quickly and advise rightly. 

' 
The possibilities of obtaining worthwhile results in country-wide 

planning vary greatly with those of obtaining· the requisite degree. of 
cohesion among the .people. In some countries, cohesion is obtained . 
willingly because of the greater homogeneity in the standards of 
living of the people and their greater ability ·to understand their own 
real needs and the situation and needs of their country. In other 
countries, cohesion is attained by the_ rule of a w~ll-knit, strong and 
numerous, though compared with the popirl.ation small, party over a 
vast population with low standards of life into which the powerful 
nucleus pumps in propaganda and ideology accompanied by slight 
improvements in. the standard of living. There is, of course · no 
question of real democracy in such a State, the ultimate settl~r of 
opposition being invariably the bullet.. · 

While in thi~ countr! there ~s a large populati~n with a very low . 
standard of hvmg, the 1dea of mfusing cohesion in the manner indi-

. cated above is repugnant to all except a very few._ We are and wish 
to remain a democracy and in a democracy situated as we are th 
likelihood of an ideology or plan creating an uncritical nation-~1,'· d: 
enthusiasm is extremely limited, All the more,,therefore ·s •t ~h 
special responsibility of those placed at' the headship. of th' I 

1 
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to see that there is no failure either ·of purpose or approach. The 
one must be kept in mind continuously_: the other must be efficient 
and determined. 



CONCLUSION 

THIS report has been a truly co-operative effort. The responsibility, 
for the conclusions and recommendations is solely mine, but neither.· 
would have been possible had· it not been for the hearty goodwill 
and. warm confidence extended to me by. people of all ranks and 
classes of society throughout the country. I gratefully acknowledge 
my indebtedness to them. 

I thank the Planning Commission for having entrusted to me a 
task so full of interest that the labour involved in it has not seemed 
to impose any strain at all. 

In conclusion, I would express my. deep gratefulness to my friend 
Mr. B .. Venkatappia~, for the ~ime and energy he has devoted t~ 
di~cuss~g, almost darly, the v~rrous aspects of the problem with me. 
Hrs assrstance generally and m clarifying the issues has been 
invaluable. 

A. D. GORWALA. 

Bombay, April 30, 1951. 
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